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PREFACE
Cyprian Ekwensi has been called many things: "The Nigerian
Defoe," The "chronicler" of Nigerian city life, a "popular"
writer, a "journalistic" writer. He is one of the most contro¬
versial of Nigerian writers. He is regarded as a bad novelist
by many critics, some of whom point out that there are many in¬
consistencies and weaknesses in his plots and characterizations.
They contend that most of his novels are episodic, that the
actions in the novels resemble those of a butterfly — spasmo¬
dic, disorganized, unconnected, haphazard, and implausible.^
His characters, with the exception of a few, are considered not
well-drawn. They are considered archetypes and Ekwensi does
not seem to fully understand that some of their actions,
utterances, and thought-patterns, given the portraits of the
characters and the situations depicted, are not psychologic-
ally plausible. Although Ekwensi's intentions in his works
are serious, "he seems incapable of distinguishing true style
from rubbish." Some critics also contend that quite often
Ekwensi is melodramatic and titillating,'^ and they cite the
^Vide, e.g., Ernest Emenyonu, Cyprian Ekwensi (London:
Evans Brothers Ltd., 1974), p. 44.
^Douglas Killam, "Cyprian Ekwensi," in Introduction to
Nigerian Literature, ed. Bruce King (Lagos and London: Uni-
versity of Lagos and Evans Brothers Ltd., 1971), pp. 79-80.
^John Povey, "Cyprian Ekwensi: The Novelist and the
Pressure of the City," in The Critical Evaluation of African
Literature, ed. Edgar Wright (London: Heinemann Educational
Books Ltd., 1973), p. 77.
'^Eustace Palmer, The Growth of the African Novel (London:
Heinemann Educational Books Ltd., 1979), p. 40.
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influence Ekwensi's reading of detective and cowboy stories
and watching of such films have on his works.
Ekwensi has been blamed for concentrating too much on sex,
and accused of being immoral especially because in Jaqua Nana
he idealizes a prostitute. But, on the other hand, some cri-
C
tics blame him for his "heavy-handed moralizing." They cri¬
ticize the method whereby "bad" characters are punished and
the heroes are "miraculously" saved from their misfortunes.
They point out that if Ekwensi's self-announced intention is
to mirror society, he can not simultaneously stand in judgment
over it: he cannot be "both the plaintiff and the jury."^
Some critics say that Ekwensi has not mastered the rules
7
of the English language. The English in his works cannot be
taken as "a model for good writing as taught in the schools
p
or as used by the educated." More importantly, Ekwensi is
accused of not being able to "manipulate" his language to "con-
9
vey his insights." When he is not using "standard" English,
Ekwensi's use of Pidgin has also been criticized: his char¬
acters do not know how to speak "standard" Pidgin — they be¬
gin some of their sentences in Pidgin and end them in "standard"
English, and vice versa.
^Ibid., p. 39.
^Emenyonu, Cyprian Ekwensi, p. 42.
^King, ed.. Introduction to Nigerian Literature, p. 80.
®Ibid., p. 3.
Q
Palmer, The Growth of the African Novel, p. 40.
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Ekwensi has even been accused of plagiarism; for example,
some critics say that An African Night's Entertainment is no¬
thing but a transcription of an Hausa folktale. So bad do
some critics see Ekwensi that they have gone to the extent of
grouping his works with Onitsha Market Literaturewhose
authors, although often praised for "effort," are not consid¬
ered "standard."
In answer to some of the criticism, Ekwensi has defended
himself and his writing by saying, in effect, that he is a
popular writer, that he writes mainly for the Nigerian audience,
and that his main concern is holding a mirror up to nature. He
writes about the Nigerian people, about their cities and coun¬
trysides, their lifestyles and experiences, and, by implica¬
tion, he claims to write in the language and style which they
understand and like best.
Many critics who consider Ekwensi good have tried to de¬
fend him. These critics admit some of Ekwensi's weaknesses,
but they maintain that his strength outweighs his weaknesses.
They point out that Ekwensi is a realist. In showing that the
Nigerian society which he portrays is generally corrupt, violent,
greedy and dirty, and that this society influences the individ¬
ual, Ekwensi succeeds in his task, the critics contend, espec¬
ially since he also shows the positive aspects of the society.
Although Ekwensi can be regarded as a "popular" writer, his de¬
fenders argue that his work may not be ranked with the likes
^^Charles Larson, The Emergence of African Fiction (Bloom¬
ington: Indiana University Press, 1972), p. 82.
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of Onitsha Market Literature because his characterizations and
plots, use of English, and treatment of love rise above the
levels of the Onitsha Market writing. Many of Ekwensi's char¬
acters are well portrayed and complex enough to make them re¬
freshingly memorable to the reader. Ekwensi is capable of
invoking irony and humour in describing some of his charac¬
ters and situations, and of writing some powerful passages.
Ekwensi's defenders have countered almost all the other accusa¬
tions with some convincing counter-evidence.
The debate over whether Ekwensi is a good or bad artist
goes on. The aim of this thesis is neither to determine the
merits and demerits of Ekwensi as a writer, nor to examine
whether he has "developed" as a writer since his first five
stories were published in 1947. The aim of this study is to
examine Ekwensi's social and moral vision. While some Nigerian
writers, for example Chinua Achebe, show in their works how and
why there is disparity between the old and new generations, be¬
tween Western and indigenous Nigerian societies, Ekwensi deals
with the faits accomplis, and shows us how and why the society
is essentially corrupt. He simply shows us life and society
as they are; he holds a "mirror" up to nature and lets us see
life as it is. This thesis will try to look at Ekwensi's
mirror and examine what is reflected in it. The thesis will
try to show that Ekwensi's society is generally immoral. It
is also the intention of this work to examine the hypothesis
that in Ekwensi's view most of the vices found in the cities
are also present in the countrysides — in spite of Ekwensi's
apparent idealization of the countryside. The examination of
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Ekwensi's moral vision will try to show that Ekwensi believes,
in his works, that every individual has essentially both good
and bad qualities, but the world or society in which the in¬
dividual lives brings out the bad in him. In addition, the
world is an unjust place; life is not fair. In this life,
there are many people who are given no chance to survive, no
matter what they do. However, a few, both good and bad, but
especially the good ones who preservere in spite of all the
odds, do survive. Although life is not a respecter of good
or bad qualities in the individual, the storyteller could
be. Therefore, the thesis will try to determine with whom
Ekwensi's sympathies lie.
The first chapter of the thesis will examine Ekwensi's
biography and show how his life and experiences have in¬
fluenced his works. While the second chapter will examine
his analysis of society, the third will analyze his moral
vision. The fourth, and final chapter, will be devoted to
summary and conclusions.
I would like to thank Mrs. Lucy Grigsby, chairperson of
the English Department, and especially my adviser. Dr. David
Dorsey, for their capable and invaluable assistance in making
the completion of this study possible. I would also like to
thank all the other members of the Faculty under whom it has
been ray pleasure to study.
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Perhaps no other Nigerian writer knows Nigeria and Niger¬
ians the way Cyprian Ekwensi does. He was born on September
26th, 1921, in Minna, the capital of Nigeria's Niger state.^
It is there that he grew up, had his primary education, and
played with children from virtually every tribe and part of
Nigeria. When he was fifteen years old, Ekwensi left Northern
Nigeria and went to the Western Region to receive his secondary
school education. But throughout his secondary school days, he
spent all his holidays in the North with his parents, who did
not leave that region of Nigeria until the crises in the 1960s
which led to the Nigerian civil war. His experiences in the
North are the basis of many of his works, such as Burning Grass,
Passport of Mallam Ilia, and An African Night's Entertainment.
Ekwensi attended Government College, Ibadan. Thus, while
he was having his secondary education, he became more fully
acquainted with Yoruba culture. It is said that while he was
Minna lies in what is called the Middle Belt, a lowland
savannah region of Nigeria. When there were only three regions,
North, East, and West, in Nigeria, the Middle Belt used to be a
buffer zone between the southern and northern sections of the
country. Apart from the motor roads which link it to other parts
of Nigeria, Minna is also an important railway station and junc¬
tion. People from every section of the country, especially rail¬
way workers, teachers, and traders, could be found in Minna when
Ekwensi was born.
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in the secondary school, Ekwensi was very good in literature
and that he loved to read. Apart from English, Ekwensi was
good in mathematics and science. He was also actively in¬
volved in extra-curricular activities. Because he was so
active in school, he would remember later to have campus
settings in many of his works, for example. Trouble in Form
Six. It is while Ekwensi was at Government College, Ibadan,
that he first had the impulse to write. Although in his pri¬
mary school he had won as a prize a book containing extracts
from Charles Dickens, Jonathan Swift, and Alfred Tennyson,
and had acted in two plays, the teachers and the library at
Government College gave him the impetus to start writing.
His being appointed the editor of the college students' maga¬
zine also gave him some additional encouragement. Therefore,
by the time he left secondary school, Ekwensi "was prepared
2
to start scribbling things down."
After leaving Government College, Ekwensi went to Yaba
Higher College, Lagos (now College of Technology), to study
not literature but science. He had by now become well ac¬
quainted with the Gwari, Nupe, Fulani, and Hausa cultures of
the North, and also the Yoruba culture of the West. In addi-
3
tion, we must not forget that Cyprian Ekwensi is Igbo.
2
Bernth Lindfors, ed., Dem-Say; Interviews with Eight
Nigerian Writers (Austin, Texas; Texas University Press,
1974), p. 24.
3
His father, David Anadumaka Ekwensi, was born in Nkwelle
in Anambra, one of the states created from the former, pre¬
dominantly Igbo Eastern Region of Nigeria.
But apart from the influence which his parents had on him,
Ekwensi did not have much on-the-spot Igbo cultural upbring¬
ing. He was a grown-up man when he established cultural roots
in his state. He himself tells us that he did not have the
kind of background which Nigeria's well-known Igbo novelist
and poet, Chinua Achebe, describes in his novels, such as
4
Things Fall Apart, No Longer at Ease, and Arrow of God. For
example, he would not have known, in his primary and secondary
school days in the North and West, that the five villages —
Ifite, Amuche, Ezikwelle, Uruebo, and Amagu — which make up
Nkwelle are bound by a common allegiance to Ezunaka, the legen¬
dary founder of Nkwelle who lived so long that his people
buried him alive to prevent him from living forever.^ But
this late start in having first-hand experience of his own
culture does not mean that Ekwensi did not have Igbo mater¬
ials for his works. He got his parents and relatives to tell
him Igbo folktales, so that he was able to produce works such
as Ikolo the Wrestler and Other Ibo Tales.
Ekwensi did not complete his science education at Yaba
Higher College, Lagos. He went to Yaba Higher College during
the second World War. This was the time when the British
Empire was very strong, and the West African countries of
Gambia, Sierra Leone, the Gold Coast (Ghana), and Nigeria
were all part of the empire. The British used Yaba Higher
4
Lindfors, Dem-Say, p. 27.
^Emenyonu, Cyprian Ekwensi, p. 4.
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College as a prisoners-of-war camp. This meant that the stu¬
dents of the college had to move to another college. The
nearest such college then was Achimota College in Ghana. So
it was that Ekwensi found himself in Ghana. His experiences
there would lead to stories such as "Fashion Girl" in Lokotown
and Other Stories, and he tells us that Jagua Nana is "a sort
of synthesis of material collected in the Gold Coast and in
Nigeria.
After successfully taking his intermediate science exam¬
inations, Cyprian Ekwensi decided to study forestry. This
brought him back to the Western Region and the city, Ibadan,
where he had had his secondary school education. After com¬
pleting his forestry education at the Ibadan School of Forestry
in 1944, he took his first job in 1945 as a forestry officer.
For about two years he travelled all over Nigeria supervising
forest reserves and learning more about Nigeria and his fellow
citizens. It was during this period that he lived with a
Fulani family, and Burning Grass is the product of this ex¬
perience. The experiences he had while visiting the timber
areas of Benin in the then Western Region led to the writing
of The Leopard's Claw. Ekwensi tells us that "it was in the
forests that I actually started my writing. . . . When you
get into the isolation a forest gives you, it's like travell¬
ing by sea. You have all of twenty-four hours.Later, he
^Lindfors, Dem-Say, p. 27.
"^Ibid.
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was to have "all of twenty-four hours" in a boat to England to
write People of the City.
Meanwhile, Ekwensi became a teacher in 1947. He taught
English and science at Igbobi College, Lagos. While teaching,
Ekwensi also wrote short stories which were broadcast weekly on
Radio Nigeria. By this time, the British Council in Nigeria
and the British Broadcasting Corporation in London had begun
to pay attention to Ekwensi's writing potential. Although
Ekwensi himself tells us that his first short story to be
"published" was broadcast by the B.B.C. in 1941, one must con¬
sider 1947 to be the first great milestone in his literary
career because it was in that year that his first five stories
were published. Also during this period, while he was living
in the Ebute Metta area of Lagos, a bookseller friend asked
Ekwensi to write for him a book which he could sell in his
bookstore. Ekwensi obliged by writing When Love Whispers,
which was published in 1948. The experiences which Ekwensi
had in Ebute Metta, the area where most Lagos railway workers
live, are evident in many of the stories in Lokotown and Other
Stories.
In 1949 Ekwensi went to teach at the Lagos School of
Pharmacy, and in 1951 was sent to Britain for further studies.
It was while he was in the ship to England that he wrote
People of the City. He tells us that he wrote the novel "in
0
thirteen nights at sea." However, those who argue that the
®Ibid.
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novel is episodic point out that he did not, in an artistic
sense, write the novel in thirteen days, since all he did was
string "together those short stories he had broadcast on Radio
g
Nigeria into one long story." The novel was published in
1954. While in England, Ekwensi combined his pharmaceutical
training with writing. He wrote plays and stories which were
broadcast by the B.B.C. Overseas Service. He himself began
to act in plays; and he also wrote filmscripts. He was in the
Ghana Independence film called "Work in Transit," in which he
played the part of a university lecturer. He wrote a film-
script, "Stretch a Little, Bend a Little," which was produced
as a short film of about ten minutes, done by puppets on
strings. When Queen Elizabeth II visited Nigeria in 1956,
Ekwensi was one of the commentators in the film "Nigeria
Greets the Queen."
By the time Ekwensi left England in 1956, he had also
written two still unpublished novels — "Beware Bight of
Benin," which is historical, and "For a Roll of Parchment,"
which is a story about an elderly and married Nigerian who
goes to England to study and ends up marrying a white girl.
When he returns to Nigeria with his new wife, he finds out
that "things have fallen apart" in the family he left behind
and that his white wife is unable to adjust to the new life
in Nigeria. This theme is similar to the one in the first
story of Restless City and Christmas Gold. Other novels
9
Emenyonu, Cyprian Ekwensi, p. 7.
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written in Britain and unpublished are "Restless City" (not
the published collection of short stories), a political novel
about students who return to Nigeria from Britain to contri¬
bute towards the struggle for independence and progress, and
"Drums and Voices," which deals with the intrigues in a radio
station.
When Ekwensi returned to Nigeria in 1956, he joined the
profession of his training and became a Staff Pharmacist. But
his heart was somewhere else. It is not, therefore, surprising
to know that he soon left his pharmaceutical job and joined the
broadcasting service. The government quickly sent him back to
England, this time to study broadcasting at the British Broad¬
casting Corporation. It was while he was in Britain that he
wrote the well-known and controversial Jagua Nana. He spent
a very short time (ten days) in writing the novel because, as
was the case with People of the City, he had "all of twenty-
four hours" a day, since "it was winter (and) there was not
much going on at that time."^^ But, again, we have to remember
that Jagua Nana was not an on-the-spur-of-the-moment creation.
We have already seen that "Fashion Girl" has the makings of
Jagua Nana (and, in fact, Jagua Nana the character — is
the apotheosis of the Jagua in "Fashion Girl"), and that
Ekwensi himself says that Jagua Nana is the product of his ex¬
periences in both Ghana (while he was a student at Achimota)
^^Lindfors, Dem-Say, p. 27.
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and Nigeria. And he also tells us that before he went for
the broadcasting training in England, he "had been collecting
material for Jagua Nana for nearly two years." After joining
the Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation, and before he left for
the broadcasting training in England, Ekwensi, as a features
producer, had travelled extensively in Nigeria. He remembered
doing a feature on King Jaja of Opobo and meeting the chiefs
in the Rivers area of Nigeria.In Jagua Nana, the romantic
trip of Jagua from Lagos to Bagana and Krinameh and her ex¬
periences there must trace their origins to the experiences
Ekwensi had in the regions which today are parts of the Rivers
and Cross-River states of Nigeria.
Ekwensi, after the broadcasting training, became the Head
of Features at the Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation. During
this period. The Drummer Boy and Passport of Mallam Ilia, both
children's novellas, were published in 1960. In 1961, Ekwensi
left the N.B.C. and joined the Federal Ministry of Information,
Lagos, as the Director of Information. This was the year in
which Jagua Nana was published. Although the novel was well
received by the literary world, the timing of its publication
produced mixed results in Nigeria, which had become indepen¬
dent just the previous year. The spirit of the newly found
nationalism was strong. Many Nigerians saw the novel as por¬
traying only the negative aspects of Nigerian society — cor¬
rupt politicians, violence and robbery, prostitution, greed,
and dirt — and the filming of the book in Nigeria by an
11 Ibid., p. 28
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Italian firm was banned by the Nigerian parliament. However,
the novel sold many copies in Nigeria, as elsewhere, because
for all many Nigerian readers cared, it was sensational, and
Ekwensi became a virtual household name in the country.
In 1962, Burning Grass was published. The pastoral novel
was the result of Ekwensi's experience with a Fulani family
during the days when he was a forestry officer, and the novel
had in fact been written eleven years earlier in 1951. Burn¬
ing Grass was really Ekwensi's first full-length novel. The
original work had as many as 90,000 words before he reduced
it to its present published form. Like most of his works, it
was written over a short period of time — fifty-five days
because the novel had had the time to germinate in his head.
As he himself says;
"When I have everything ready, I can write
a novel in a very limited time. The main
difficulty is to see the whole thing clear.
I like to see it clear before I start, and
that may take all of two years. . . . Cer¬
tain works benefit by growth, by allowing
them to grow as you work. Others which are
already fully created benefit by being put
down immediately while they are still fresh
and vivid with the impact."12
Also in 1962 two children's readers, Yaba Roundabout Murder
and An African Night's Entertainment, were published.
In 1964, Beautiful Feathers, a novel on Pan-Africanism
which was inspired by the metamorphoses of many colonized
regions of Africa into independent countries and by the forma¬
tion of the Organisation of African Unity, was published. In
l^ibid.
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1966, Iska was published. It is a novel in which Ekwensi shows
his disillusionment with African politics and his concern for
the exploitation of tribal differences by politicans in Nigeria
for their selfish ends. Like Chinua Achebe's A Man of the
People, Ekwensi's Iska is prophetic about the crises which led
to the civil war, and the civil war itself. Four collections
of short stories. Rainmaker and Other Stories and The Great
Elephant Bird in 1965 and The Boa Suitor and Lokotown and Other
Stories in 1966, were also published during this period. Two
children's readers. Trouble in Form Six and Juju Rock, were
also published in 1966.
When the crises in Nigeria worsened and when the civil
war became inevitable, Ekwensi left Lagos and his job as the
Director of Information in 1966 and returned to Eastern Nigeria,
which was later to become the now defunct Biafra. The year 1966
must be regarded as marking the beginning of a break or change
in Ekwensi's literary career because during the civil war he
did not write much, and what he has written so far after the
war have been influenced by the experiences of the war. It
will, therefore, be worthwhile, before we continue with his
story, to reexamine in more detail how Ekwensi's upbringing,
education, professional career, and experiences in Nigeria and
elsewhere influenced his literary works in the first period.
Ekwensi knows Nigeria thoroughly. We have already seen
that he was born in Minna in Northern Nigeria. Later, the
Ekwensis made their home in Jos — in the heart of the Plateau
in the North — right up to the crises in the 1960s. Ekwensi
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was born Igbo and, although his contacts with Igbo country
came late, he knows his home region very well. After his
primary education in the North, he had his secondary and part
of his professional education in Western Nigeria. His jobs
as a forestry officer, features producer and head of features
for the N.B.C., and Director of Information, Federal Ministry
of Information, made him travel extensively all over Nigeria.
When he was with the N.B.C., he "made a point of travelling
around the country": "I used to do 30,000-40,000 miles a
year, driving myself. ... I have actually lived in most
parts of Nigeria. I have gone on foot, not merely from air¬
port to airport. I have driven; I have photographed; I have
hunted." So Ekwensi knew Nigerian cities, country, and
people. He could speak and write knowledgeably of the Hausas,
the Fulanis, the Gwaris, the Nupes (among whom he grew up in
the North), the Yorubas (with whom he went to school and lived
in Ibadan and Lagos), the Kalabaris, the Benis, the Ijaws
(whom he visited either as a forestry officer or a features
producer for the N.B.C.), as well as the Igbos. By the time
Ekwensi had qualified as a forestry officer in 1944, he could
speak fluently the three major Nigerian languages, Igbo, Hausa,
and Yoruba. The knowledge of Nigeria is evident in most of
Ekwensi's works. VJhen he writes about the Fulanis of Northern
Nigeria, as in Burning Grass, or tells the folktale of the
Hausas, as in An African Night's Entertainment, he does so
13 Ibid., pp. 28-30.
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with the authority and confidence of one who has experienced
what he is talking about. He has given "northern" names to
many of his works; for example, Iska (which is the Hausa word
for "wind") and The Passport of Mallam Ilia. Apart from set¬
tings from the North, Ekwensi has also used settings from many
southern Nigerian areas for many (in fact, most) of his works.
The descriptions of Bagana and Krinameh and their customs in
Jagua Nana, of Emorwen's village in Beautiful Feathers, of
Elina's convent setting in People of the City, of Lokotown in
Lokotown and Other Stories, are examples to show that Ekwensi
is at home with every setting from any part of Nigeria. The
names his characters bear come from virtually every Nigerian
tribe. Apart from the Shehus, Ilias, Shaitus, Kantumas, and
Sunsayes from the North, there are the Lajides, Ainas, Sangos,
Nammes, Ofubaras, Taiwos, lyaris, Sekonis, Chinis, Kalus, and
Nwibes from the South.
Nevertheless, Ekwensi knows the Nigerian city better than
any other aspect of Nigeria; and of all the cities, he knows
Lagos best. Ekwensi was born in a city, Minna — although a
comparatively small one. Later, the Ekwensis lived in Jos,
which is bigger and more "modernized" than Minna. Ekwensi had
his secondary school education in Ibadan and his science and
forestry education in Lagos, the former being Nigeria's most
sprawling town and the latter its most populous. After com¬
pleting his educational and professional training, it was in
Lagos that he lived when he worked as a forestry officer, a
teacher, a pharmacist, a Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation
-13-
worker, and the Director of Information at the Federal Ministry
of Information. Lagos is to Nigeria what New York is to America,
what Paris is to France, and what London is to Britain. It has
the characteristics, good and bad, of any large city. It is
the place of opportunities for many, and the place of hopeless¬
ness and frustration for others, a place where both good and
bad men live, a city of exploiters and the exploited, a city
of crimes and prostitution. Ekwensi worked in and knew Lagos
very well, and it is the setting for many of his best-known
works — Jagua Nana, People of the City, Beautiful Feathers,
Lokotown and Other Stories.
Because Ekwensi knows his countrymen so well, he writes
what they like to read — he writes about them, their experi¬
ences, and their lifestyles. Ekwensi says that he is inter¬
ested in writing about "people, events, experiences, depriva¬
tions, hunger and so on," and when asked whom he writes for
he replies, "the Nigerian people" — although he adds that he
also writes for a world audience.
In shaping his stories, Ekwensi has therefore been in¬
fluenced mainly by his Nigerian experiences. But there have
also been some "external" influences. Ekwensi read many cow¬
boy stories and watched many Western films. He also read
adventure and detective stories and watched many detective
films. One is therefore not surprised to find the gangster,
such as Dennis Odoma in Jagua Nana, or mysterious murder cases,
14 Ibid., pp. 28-9.
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such as the death of the pathologist in Restless City and
Christmas Gold»
When Ekwensi left Lagos in 1966 and returned to Eastern
Nigeria he held there the same job that he had held in Lagos —
Director of Information. For two years during the war, he
headed the Biafran propaganda machinery — Bureau for External
Publicity for Biafra. In the last few months of the war, he
was the head of the Broadcasting Corporation of Biafra. During
the war, Ekwensi went to the United States at least once to
present Biafran views on the war and to seek money to support
the Broadcasting Corporation of Biafra.He was so involved
in the war that he did not have much time or interest to write.
Consequently, during this period he wrote only one (as yet un¬
published) book, "Africhaos." It was completed in 1969, and
it concerns the interference of Western and Eastern powers
in the Nigerian crises and the plight of the Igbos during the
civil war.
Because his job of Director of Information in Lagos had
been taken by somebody else, Ekwensi decided to remain in
Eastern Nigeria after the war. He has at various times worked
as a pharmacist, businessman, the chairman of the then East-
Central State Library Board, and the Managing Director of the
Star newspaper. Since the war, Ekwensi has also written sev¬
eral works. His short story, "Minus Everything," was published
^^Donald E. Herdeck, ed., African Authors; A Companion
to Black African Writing. Vol. 1: 1300-1973 (Washington:
Black Orpheus Press, 1973), pp. 130-1.
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in Okike. The children's readers. Coal Camp Boy and Samankwe
in the Strange Forest, have appeared. Coal Camp Boy is the
story of a boy who returns with his family to a coal mining
city that has been devastated by the war. There the boy and
his family meet many unexpected difficulties. Samankwe is
the story of a truant who finds himself in a strange forest.
But Ekwensi's major work is Survive the Peace, published in
1976. This is a novel, like the children's reader. Coal Camp
Boy, which shows the difficulties many people who have survived
the civil war have to face in peace time in order to readjust
to new realities.
Ekwensi said that he needed a long period of rest to get
the memories of the civil war out of his head so that he would
be able to look back on the war time experiences with "com¬
posure." That period of rest produced Survive the Peace, and
it is hoped that it will also produce similar and other works.
We have now traced Cyprian Ekwensi's life history and
how his experiences have influenced his literary works. It
is now left to us, since Ekwensi says that he writes about
"people" and "events," to examine the people and events which
he analyzes — to examine his society. We shall also examine
his moral vision — what he says about the morality of the
people and society he so carefully analyzes, what his judg¬
ments are. This shall be our task in the next two chapters.
CHAPTER TWO
EKWENSI’S SOCIAL VISION
Many critics may find some faults with Ekwensi's works,
but hardly anyone would accuse him of not succeeding in one
of his aims — portraying society as he sees it. Cyprian
Ekwensi is one of the best depicters of life in Nigerian
cities. Many critics and writers attribute the situations in
Nigerian cities to Western industrialization and materialism:
corruption, greed, violence and materialism have all been
brought about by the collapse of traditional Nigerian socie¬
ties which have been replaced by rootless and cultureless
"modern" and "westernized" cities.^ But one believes that it
would be unfair to blame Ekwensi's picture of modern Nigerian
society solely on Westernization because his picture of
Nigerian traditional or country society also shows many of
the vices found in the cities.
It is a fact, however, that Ekwensi is more concerned
with life in the city. He sees the city as a magnet attract¬
ing raw, uninitiated, simple folks from the country who be¬
lieve that life will be easier away from the "bush." Such
people tragically discover too late that the city is neither
the panacea for their problems nor the Utopia they had
dreamed of. Because they find out too late, they must suffer
for their ignorance and naivete.
^Vide, for example, Donald Cosentino, "Jagua Nana: Cul¬
ture Heroine," BA SHIRU, Vol. 8, No. 1, 1977, pp. 11-17.
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In his prefix to Part One of People of the City, Ekwensi
draws our attention to the destructiveness of the city by
telling us that his aim is to write about "how the city attracts
all types and how the unwary must suffer from ignorance of its
2
ways." The "unwary" must suffer because the city (and
Ekwensi's society generally) is full of vices. What causes
the vices is, in one word, money. In fact, Ekwensi's society
is like any other modern materialistic society. It is the
type of 20th century American society portrayed by J. D.
Salinger in his works, especially The Catcher in the Rye. It
is the type of society that Ekwensi's contemporary and fellow
countryman, Chinua Achebe, portrays in A Man of the People,
the type of society that Ghana's Ayi Kwei Armah portrays in
The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born. It is the same kind of
society that Charles Dickens writes about in 19th century
England, especially in Oliver Twist.
By what techniques, then, does Ekwensi portray the soc¬
iety in his works? He employs a number of methods: he uses
details to express the society's preoccupation with money
and materialism; he lets the reader see how the wealthy are
gready, callous and wicked; he shows that the society is in¬
different to the fate of the poor and powerless; he uses the
images of dirt and foul odour to express the suffering of
the unprivileged; he lets the reader see violence being com¬
mitted; and he makes direct comments of his own to let'the
reader get a clearer picture of his interpretation of society.
2
Cyprian Ekwensi, People of the City [London: Heinemann
Educational Book Ltd., 1963], p. 1.
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We will examine the elements of Ekwensi's social vision which
are reflected in his fiction.
Let us first examine how Ekwensi uses details to express
his society's preoccupation with money and materialism, and
3
the results of this preoccupation. In People of the City,
the reader is made aware of the society's preoccupation with
money and materialism through what its members want to possess,
do and wear. They seek to possess cars, houses, and more and
more money. It is the dream of money and the comfort of the
4
city — what Ernest Emenyonu calls "the grab-and-keep mania" —
that has lured characters such as Sango, Aina, Beatrice I, and
Beatrice II to the city. "The individuals of the new age are
torn apart by selfish aggrandizement (and) businessmen are dis¬
honest (and) politicians are corrupt."^
In order to attract men from whom they make money, girls
wear make-up and flashy dresses. They are always trailing
after wealthy and influential men, and they do not hide the
fact that they crave only glamorous surroundings, parties,
taxis and drinks. Aina, for example, admits that she has left
her home some sixty miles away:
. ... to ride in taxis, eat in fashionable
hotels, to wear "aso-ebi," that dress that
was so often and so ruinously prescribed like
a uniform for mournings, wakings, bazaars, to
3
Cyprian Ekwensi, People of the City (London: Heinemann
Educational Books Ltd., 1963). The following page references,
except otherwise stated are to this book. Subsequent citations
of this edition shall be identified in the text as PC with page
references.
4
Emenyonu, Cyprian Ekwensi, p. 28.
^Ibid., p. 30.
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have men who wore white collars to their jobs
as lovers, men who would spend. [pp. 63-9]
This is why, after serving a jail term for theft, she is not
ashamed to tell Sango:
"I want new clothes; the native Accra dress . . .
really special. The clothes I had before I went
to jail, they're no use to me now. From now on I
want to be wearing glamour specs. Not for my eyes —
my eyes are okay — but for fancy. And a gold
watch, . . . Now I must enjoy all I dreamed of at
night in my cell." [p. 70]
The pitiful irony of her desire is that while in jail she
dreamed of these things — the very things that had sent her
to jail in the first place. In fact, because of her mater¬
ialism, Aina can not cure herself of her kleptomania, and the
reader soon finds her contemplating stealing another piece of
cloth from Zamil's shop. [pp. 70-1] [She is prevented from
the theft by the arrival of a third witness, Lajide]. While
Aina has to beg Sango for five pounds to feed herself, she
hears and watches as the rich landlord, Lajide, and the rich
businessman, Zamil, talk in terms of ten thousand pounds and
as Lajide buys fifty yards of cloth [pp. 71-2]. The point is
that in this society there is a lot of disparity between
those who have and those who do not.
In Jagua Nana, as in People of the City, women also use
make-up and dress seductively in order to attract men. The
result often makes them grotesque, like masquerades:
All the women wore dresses which were definitely
undersize, so that buttocks and breasts jutted
grotesquely above the general contours of the
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body. At the same time the midriffs shrunk
to suffocation.6
One of the girls in Beautiful Feathers is so "sophisticated"
that the "make-up on her face would have plastered the end
7
wall of a room." Apart from their false faces, some of the
girls wear "falser breasts bought in the department store."
[BF p. Ill] Even Yaniya Wilson, the wife of the main char¬
acter in Beautiful Feathers, before her marriage to Wilson
devoted her life and time to "clothes, lipstick, mascara,
rouge, nail varnish and all the false apparatus of deceit
flagrantly misused by initiates to the art of glamour." p. 27]
In Ekwensi's city society, money is the idol of the women;
it is "an idol worshipped in every waking and sleeping moment."
[JN p. 30] Or, as Donald Cosentino puts it, "money is the
great arbiter in the wicked society. It decides all matters
g
of life and love ..." Women do not know the meaning of
love — which is a mere sentiment. But they know the meaning
of money — and how to get it. That is why young girls be¬
come prostitutes early. In this society, as in most other
city societies, prostitutes employ standard, conventional
methods to attract men. Apart from the make-up and the dress¬
es which we have already mentioned, prostitutes wait at street
Cyprian Ekwensi, Jagua Nana (London; Heinemann Educa¬
tional Books Ltd., 1961), p. 13. Subsequent citations of this
edition shall be identified in the text as with page ref¬
erences.
^Idem, Beautiful Feathers (London; Heinemann Educational
Books Ltd., 1963), p. 8. Subsequent references to this novel
shall be cited in the text as BF^ with page numbers.
^Cosentino, BA SHIRU, p. 12.
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corners, or walk along streets displaying their wares, them¬
selves :
She walked consciously, dangling the bait.
The women in the club had told her that if
"trade" was bad, all she needed to do was
walk along this road and the men would stop
their cars. . . .
A car had stopped. A white face was peering
at her. ... He had swallowed the bait com¬
pletely. Jagua smiled to herself p. 49]
But the next description of Jagua's saleswomanship is not
funny. It is pitiful, it is degrading. It shows one of the
lowest ebbs to which human beings in this society can stoop
for money;
. . . She walked, dancing her hips, flexing
her breasts. And whenever she heard an engine
sound and saw the approaching beams of light,
she deliberately crossed the road, turning her
smile into the headlights and crying; "LeeftI"
p. 57]
In their madness for money, the girls in this society do
not care about the ages of their "lovers" (since it is not
love but money they are after). One is, therefore, not sur¬
prised to find a fifty-year old white man parading a teenage
girl in "the shopping lanes," since the teenager knows the
material benefits to be derived from such a relationship.
[JN. p. 65] It is the same materialism that makes the women
not only paint their lips, wear flashy clothes and walk the
streets, but also makes them associate with men of the under¬
world who give them stolen trinkets. Thus, Jagua is not
ashamed to associate with the likes of Dennis Odoma, the
leader of thieves. Even when she pretends to behave like a
matron towards Odoma (although she allows him to have sex with
her), the reader knows that what she is after is the commis¬
sion she gets from selling his stolen goods:
"Tell me true, Dennis . . . VJhat kind business
you doin'? If you breakin' house, is no shame . . .
When you got gold like dis one, you kin bring and
we kin do business." p. 113]
The men in Ekwensi's city society are not in any way
better than the women. If anything, they are worse. They,
too, are in love with money and materialism and they, too,
use any means at their disposal to achieve wealth. However,
the men go a step further because those of them who are rich
not only misuse their wealth and influence, but show them off.
Lajide, in People of the City, is typical of such men. He
has become a wealthy landlord by crooked means, and he is now
a wicked man who likes to show off his wealth and misuse his
power. Like other rich men, he has many concubines. While
he is eager to evict his male tenants, he is also equally
eager to give free accommodation to girls, provided they will
be his mistresses. For example, he decides to give Beatrice
a free house when she agrees to be his mistress; but before
he gives her the keys to the house, he also seizes the oppor¬
tunity to blow his trumpet:
Lajide was talking incessantly, about his
wealth, his influence in the city, . . .
[PC p. 50]
Lajide still keeps concubines in spite of the fact that he has
eight wives. There is nothing essentially wrong with a rich
man marrying eight wives in the society which Ekwensi portrays.
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V^hat is wrong with the likes of Lajide is that they marry so
many wives in order to show off — and, worse, they keep con¬
cubines in spite of their numerous wives, again in order to
show off.
Rich foreigners, such as Zamil, who have either taken
their cue from, or taught rich Nigerians how to behave, are
also corrupt and callous. They, too, have mistresses. And
since these foreigners will each pay five thousand pounds to
a landlord to get a tenancy for merely five years, Nigerian
landlords either demand from poor Nigerians advance payments
of at least six months before they rent their houses, or they
rent them to foreigners who take whole courtyards that can
each "house one hundred Africans." [PC p. 36] Whether one
is female or male, one is in a quandary when dealing with
these Shylock landlords:
"When you're a man," Sango said, "they want
six months' or a year's rent in advance.
When you're an attractive woman, single, or
about to be single, they want you as a mis¬
tress." [PC p. 52]
To make more and more money, Lajide is not content only
to charge six months' or one year's rent in advance and make
the poor suffer, but he is also willing to enter into crooked
deals with thieves. But even this is not enough; he is ready
to steal from the thieves, to double-cross them. [ITC pp. 79-81]
When a man loves money and materialism so much, and when he is
unfaithful to his eight wives and keeps mistresses, one is not
surprised to hear that some of his wives pay him back in his
own coin;
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"Kekere — she goes out openly to the street
lamp on the corner. There she talks to young
men. She thinks I do not see her . . . Young
men on bicycles I She must think I'm a fool.
I know all, I see all; ..." [PC p. 91]
The irony is that he does not believe that this can happen to
him; so much does he believe in the power of his wealth and
influence.
In Beautiful Feathers, too, men use their position and
wealth to take advantage of girls who come to the city to seek
money and comfort. Men's relationships with girls are simply
sensual and materialistic. Before Yaniya met and married
Wilson lyari, "men had wolfed her and left her heart-broken
and faithless." [BF p. 25] In People of the City, some men
attend wakes and funerals not to sympathize with the bereaved
but to get the opportunities for love affairs:
A waking in the city was a sad affair, but the
living had eyes to the future and many a romance
had been kindled in the long-drawn-out hours be¬
tween night and morning, when resistance is at
its minimum, and the whole spirit is sympathetic
and kindly disposed. [P^ p. 83]
Like the rich Nigerians and foreigners we have seen al¬
ready, the politicians in Ekwensi's cities are corrupt and
selfish. They seek public office only for their personal
aggrandizement, and they use any means to achieve their aims.
They rig elections, make false promises, bribe, steal, and
even kill. Uncle Taiwo and Freddie Namme in Jagua Nana and
the political leaders in People of the City are corrupt and
selfish. In Beautiful Feathers, the politicians are portrayed
as grotesque, aimless, empty-headed, and comic — a kind of
Falstaff whom one hates:
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The Minister of Consolation was standing be¬
fore the mirror admiring his own image. He
turned his face to the left and smiled. He
turned his face to the right and smiled. He
watched the mirror to see the effect of smil¬
ing with his teeth shut tight, with his lips
parted and his tongue lolling out. p. 74]
What he is doing above is what the Minister calls being busy I
A dialogue between this Minister and his Perennial Secretary
is worth quoting in part because it helps to illustrate
further how "busy" and conscientious this Minister is: when
the Minister asks the Secretary to write him a speech, he
does not want a specific speech. What he wants is "Any
speech'." When this speech has been written, the Minister
finds it not "strong";
"Write me another speech at once. The first
one is not strong. I want a strong one this
time." "What about, may I ask. Minister?"
"Just write me a speech." [BF^ p. 76]
In People of the City and Jagua Nana there is much pros¬
titution, and there are men who are unfaithful to their wives.
In Beautiful Feathers, however, a "development" seems to have
occurred. Here married women are unfaithful to their husbands.
No wonder, then, that:
Lagos was rapidly becoming Nigeria's divorce
centre. It was the mark of its outward so¬
phistication that nowhere did a happy mar¬
riage really exist. There was always the
other man or the other woman. [BF p. 41]
In their mad haste to become rich, many ordinary citizens
in Ekwensi's cities steal, join secret societies, traffic in
drugs, and even kill. For example, many citizens allow them¬
selves to be recruited as political thugs who beat up and kill
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political opponents. And as far as joining secret societies
is concerned, the pathetic case of Buraimoh is worth mention¬
ing. Buraimoh is finding it difficult to live in the city.
So to be able to enjoy the "high" life of the city and to
placate his nagging wife, he joins the "Ufemfe" society and,
soon after, "mirraculously" starts enjoying his "high" life.
But he has to pay a price for this life: he is asked to give
his first-born son as a sacrifice. But he will not pay this
price, and so is driven to suicide. [PC pp. 54-5] Although
there is a moral lesson in this incident (as we shall see in
the next chapter), the point here is that it serves to throw
light on the materialism of the society.
Even in Survive the Peace,^ a novel about the ravages and
the aftermath of war, the single motivating factor in the
society is money. One would have expected that in the face
of the suffering brought about by the war, the characters in
the novel would be guided by love and care for one another.
But not even the fear of death subordinates the madness for
money:
The noise level in the market was rising and
the commotion spreading, and suddenly above it
all he heard the sharp crack of a woman's voice,
"Gimme money — let me go.'"
Odugo shrugged off her clawing hands. "Leggo.' . . .
You gone mad? Fear does not shake you? Or money,
will save you when death comes? Money, money,
money! . . . Money is killing all of us today —
money! " p. 6]
Q
Cyprian Ekwensi, Survive the Peace (London; Heinemann
Educational Books Ltd., 1976). Future page references to
this book will be included in the text with the abbreviation SP.
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To make quick money, men steal and loot even while agents of
death — shells and bombs — are exploding all around. It is
a bad society:
The two men whom Vic had seen marched down the
road and mingled with the fleeing refugees.
All they cared about in the race for life was
what they could steal. They kept close to¬
gether, scanning the tired and weary faces of
the refugees with hyena eyes, seeking a crack,
an opportunity, a victim. p. 24]
It is money which makes armed robbers take people's lives,
including Odugo's, after the war. And money and greed have
disunited people. As Pa Ukoha laments, "Our people do not
speak with one voice. What we need is one voice, less
greed . . . everybody wants to be rich, ..." [S^ p. 57]
In Survive the Peace, as in other "city" novels, we find
much moral laxity, understandably more because of the war.
Married men, such as the chief character, James Odugo, keep
concubines; there are much prostitution and much bribery. For
example, the Air Commandant takes bribes before allowing people
to board airplanes. Men join the Red Cross not to serve the
needy but to serve themselves. Refugees have to bribe soldiers
before they get the food meant to be free for them. Some
soldiers steal from one another and, worse, even from their
dead colleagues. At one of the relief centres, where two
soldiers have been selling relief materials, one of them is
shot by thieves. In the ensuing confusion. Federal troops
overrun the relief centre. Before the remaining soldier takes
to his heels, he has "enough time to unload his (dead) com¬
panion's pockets and to stuff his own with collected paper
money." [S£ p. 25]
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Men are conscripted into the Biafran army, but those who
have the money with which to bribe the conscriptors can keep
themselves out of conscription. One's enemies tell the con¬
scriptors where one's grown-up children are, so that the
children will be conscripted and possibly die at war, or so
that one will have to spend much money to bribe the conscrip¬
tors. After the war, when Federal troops are in control in
Biafra, the situation remains essentially unchanged for some
time. There are witch-huntings and betrayals by one's enemies
"People were telling tales, witch-hunting, be¬
traying their enemies. A man would go to the
army, inform them; that man is a saboteur.'
And without trial, they would take him and
shoot him." [S^ p. 72]
Immediately after the war, there are rapes of innocent
girls by soldiers. As James Odugo says, "soldiers do not kill
pretty girls. They rape them." p. 15] But later on, the
girls and women willingly have sex with the soldiers in ex¬
change for food and money:
Stories circulated freely about wives who gave
themselves to men in uniform, to whom all power
had now passed, some in return for food, many
in return for favours and protection, others
purely to show off. [SP^ p. 37]
Some men even take it upon themselves to send their wives to
have sex with the soldiers so that they will have food and
money in return. [SP_ p. 82] After the war, too, many men
desert their wives, and vice versa, and lovers their loved
ones, in order to survive. And pregnancies outside marriage
are not uncommon. All of this shows that war can force new
"values" on a society.
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Ekwensi also pays specific attention to the wickedness
and callousness of the rich in his society. The rich and in¬
fluential love to see the unprivileged suffer and be disgraced.
Thus, when Lajide goes to the office of the "West African Sen¬
sation," he revels in embarrassing Layeni, who owes him some
money:
Lajide blocked his way. "It's you I've come to
see. That's why I'm up so early." "Me?" said
Layeni.
"I've come to collect my money." "Ha, Lajide.'
Give me some more time I" Lajide's whole manner
changed. ... On his face appeared that cold
metallic sheen so familiar to financiers. He
had become a snake contemplating his hypnotized
victim. [PC p. 17]
While beautiful women, like Beatrice, get free houses to
live in because they are willing to be the mistresses of
wealthy and influential landlords, poor and unprivileged men,
like Sango and his neighbour, the engine driver, find their
electricity disconnected by their landlords who have in¬
creased their rents by three hundred percent. p. 34]
Sango and the engine driver are later thrown out of their
houses by Lajide. Sango has to put his property in a railway
station goods shed and share a room with a friend because,
having been thrown out of his lodgings, he becomes a prey
for the "ruthless exploiters: the housing agents and finan¬
ciers, the pimps and liars who accepted money under false
pretences." [P£ p. 35] When Sango's houseboy reports
Lajide's eviction of Sango to the police, Lajide bribes them
and they pretend not to know what has happened. This is as
much a condemnation of callous landlords as it is of corrupt
police.
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Even the servants and guards who work for rich men can
be easily bribed — not surprisingly, since they see extra¬
vagance, corruption and callousness displayed by their masters
everyday. So, when Bayo and Sango want to see Suad in Zamil's
house, they look for the "easy" way and bribe the night watch¬
man. [PC p. 95]
Those who hold important public posts use them corruptly
to get sexual favours. For example, in Beautiful Feathers,
Godson, after satisfying himself sexually with Wilson lyari's
wife, turns to a jailed man's wife and has sex with her on
many occasions after promising to get her a job. [BF^ pp. 120-1]
In Survive the Peace, the powerful are greedy and nepot-
istic. As Pa Ukoha points out;
"They eat and fill their stomachs and the
stomachs of their brothers. That is not
enough for them. They continue till their
throats are filled. And that, too, is not
enough. They have food in their stomachs
and in their throats and they go on till
their mouths are full and then proceed to
fill their bags." p. 77]
When Ekwensi is not showing the reader how individual
wealthy and influential men are wicked and callous, he shows
how the majority of the society is also indifferent and
callous towards the less fortunate members of the society.
Thus, when Aina is being molested and disgraced by the crowd
in front of Lajide's house, many members of the society look
on with indifference. A policeman, who is employed to see
that such incidents do no occur, paces up and down nearby.
unconcerned. When other policemen come later on to take Aina
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away, many on-lookers regret that the "show" is over. Also,
when Jagua is arrested for fighting Mama Nancy, we are given
the opportunity to see how indifferent the police are to the
sufferings of the unprivileged. The policemen at the Charge
Office delight in disgracing Freddie Namme (a "common" teacher)
and "in deriving lecherous satisfaction" from the humiliation
of an arrested young woman. [J^ p. 22]
In Ekwensi's society, public servants are not conscien¬
tious. Their attitude towards their jobs is nonchalant be¬
cause they do not care for the lot of the ordinary members of
the society whom they are supposed to serve. When Sango is
rushing to a crime scene, the gates at the railway crossing
are closed, holding up car, motorcycle and pedestrian traffic,
to allow a train to pass. When a single shunt engine reaches
the middle of the road and rail junction, it stops. The
driver gets down and a woman brings him some food. The queue
of traffic, meanwhile, is a mile long, "awaiting the pleasure
of the shunt engine driver and his wife (or mistress)." When,
eventually, the engine pulls away, everyone abandons the queue
and tries to get through at the same time. Such a behaviour
may be the result of the frustration and powerlessness which
ordinary members of the society feel. Whatever the reason
may be, one has the impression of a disorganized, disorderly,
and aimless society:
Bells were clanging, horns were screeching and
blasting, the entire junction had been trans¬
formed into a mixture of fire engines and ambul¬
ances in a hurry to get to a church and school
where all the bells were ringing at the same
time. [PC p. 18]
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Whereas the shunt engine driver takes his time at his job,
some other civil servants will not do the jobs they are paid
to do unless they are bribed. That is why Jagua succeeds in
getting Freddie's passport only after bribing the officials.
When in her jealous madness Jagua tears the document, Freddie
applies for a new one. After visiting the Immigration Office
"one hundred times," he realizes that he must be doing some¬
thing "wrong" because the passport is not renewed. p. 43]
Although the society is indifferent to the sufferings of
the poor, it allows the powerful, the rich and the influential
to get whatever they want. In this society, like most other
societies, people use their influence to enable their friends
and relatives to get privileges which they would otherwise not
enjoy. For example, Bayo, who does not seem to have any medi¬
cal training and who does not seem to be the conscientious
type, gets a job with the Medical Department, and boasts, "an
uncle's influence did it for me." [PC p. 23]
Ekwensi also uses the images of dirt and foul odour to
draw attention to the suffering of the unprivileged and poor,
and the callousness of the privileged and wealthy, "to con¬
front the city dwellers with the revolting social injustices
and outrageous immoralities."^® VJhen Amusa Sango visits Aina's
parents, the congestion and dirt and degradation he sees in
the house are not a mockery of Aina's parents but a condemna¬
tion of a society which allows such a condition to exist.
10Emenyonu, Cyprian Ekwensi, p. 29.
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Sango has to grope his way towards what appears to be a door.
Then:
He tried to move, but something caught his step
and he staggered. Then he realized that the
entire floor was covered with sleeping bodies. . .
Everyone but the old woman slept on the floor.
Old, young, lovers, enemies, fathers, mothers,
they all shared this hall. From early childhood
Aina had listened to talks about sex, seen bitter
quarrels, heard and perhaps seen adults bare their
passions shamelessly like animals. [PC p. 27]
When Freddie goes to visit Jagua in her cell after her arrest
for fighting Mama Nancy, Ekwensi draws the reader's attention
to filth, foul odour, and excrement:
The strong smell of human urine hit his nostrils
in the warm air. It seemed to hang in invisible
walls of mist along the corridors. . . . Some
of the prisoners . . . were lying on the cold
cement floor, no bed, no pillow and rolling in
their own excrements. p. 23]
When Jagua returns from a visit to her village and to Bagana
and Krinameh, Ekwensi once again draws our attention to dirt,
excrement, and foul odour to show the helplessness and suffer¬
ing of the poor and unprivileged. In the lavatory was:
. . . the same old bucket, piled high; the
floor messed about, so she could see nowhere
to put her silver sandals. It was all done
by those wretched children upstairs . . .
Where was the landlord? Where was the Town
Council Health Inspector? . . . The unpleasant
side of Lagos life: the flies in the lavatory —
big and blue and stubborn — settled on breakfast
yam and lunch-time stew (they were invisible in a
stew with greens). But Jagua closed her eyes and
shut her nostrils with her towel. p. 108]
In Survive the Peace and in his short stories, Ekwensi uses the
same method, but less strikingly. In Survive the Peace, in¬
sanitary conditions — lack of good drinking water, improper
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refuse disposal, the smell of the dead — have intensified the
suffering of the poor and the outbreak of epidemics among them.
In "Fashion Girl" (Lokotown and Other Stories), the man who takes
Jagua home when she arrives in Accra lives with his uncle, his
uncle's wife and children in two tiny rooms;
At night his uncle and wife shared the inner
room while the children slept on the floor in
the other room. Nana's friend made himself a
make-shift bed on the veranda.H
To further illustrate how bad his society is, Ekwensi lets
the reader see violence being committed virtually everywhere.
Members of this society beat up a girl and stone her because
she has been accused of stealing, when in fact their real
motive is jealousy:
A girl was seated on a stone, and for all the
world she looked like a model posing for a
group of drunken artists who yelled and threw
missiles at her. Only, these mad people were
no artists. They were people who had wanted
her and had not got her. They were revelling
in her humiliation . . . [PC p. 9]
When Lajide's wives think that Beatrice is trying to take
away their husband (instead of seeing their husband as the un¬
faithful man he is), they decide to gang up and to beat her
up. When they have done their will, they proudly invite
everybody to come and see Beatrice's humiliation;
"Come and see Lajide's mistress!" The cry was
taken up all along Molomo Street, and in some
ways it reminded them of the cries of "thief!
thief!" that had greeted Aina when she emerged
from Amusa Sango's room. [PC p. 103]
^^Cyprian Ekwensi, Lokotown and Other Stories (London:
Heinemann Educational Books Ltd., 1966), p. 101. Future page
references will be included in the text with the abbreviation
LT.
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This society not only enjoys beating up and humiliating
powerless citizens, regardless of their innocence or guilt,
it also engages in senseless murders. Thus when, in response
to a telephone call, he gets to Magamn Bush, Sango finds a
woman and her child murdered over a mere gramophone. [P^ p. 19]
When Jagua catches Freddie and Nancy making love, Jagua — in
a tragi-coraic scene — fights Nancy. This type of violence is
only a prelude to the greater violence that the reader sees in
Jagua Nana; politicians have their opponents beaten up and
even killed. Freddie Namme is beaten up by Uncle Taiwo's
thugs and later dies when he is denied medical care. Uncle
Taiwo himself meets a horrible and barbaric death from the
hands of his own party members who accuse him of squandering
party funds:
Rosa . . . heard that a dead man was lying at
the roundabout in the centre of the city . . .
The body was lying there twisted and swollen,
one knee was drawn up against the chest, the
arms were clutching at the breast, rigid like
a statue.
. . . Rosa said she circled round the body
three times. She saw some dogs circling too.
Perhaps they were waiting for nightfall to
feast on the body of the famous man. [JN pp. 185-6]
Jagua's relationship with Dennis Odoma gives the reader a
closer look into the lives of the men of the underworld. These
are the people who sleep in the daytime and begin "work" after
midnight, breaking into houses, armed-robbing, and killing
"innocent" citizens. But the "innocent" citizenry pays back
in the thieves' own coin whenever it has the opportunity. Thus,
nemesis catches up with Dennis Odoma's friend, the taxi-driver.
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one day when he is killed and his body is thrown into a
gutter.
As elsewhere in Ekwensi's society, people in Beautiful
Feathers love violence. The bus drivers who stop in front of
Wilson lyari's pharmacy seem to always make sure there is a
fight each time they stop. Men kill for the slightest ex¬
cuses — "for a mere one pound per day." p. 31] Politi¬
cal thuggery and violence are common. Paul Aremu is like an
Uncle Taiwo. He has Brother Jacob waylay the Minister of
Consolation with the intention of having him killed. Next,
Paul Aremu turns on Wilson lyari and boasts that he will have
him killed, a boast which he attempts unsuccessfully to carry
out.
A number of critics tend to disagree with Ekwensi's con¬
cept that the city is responsible for the corruption of the
12
individual. As if he anticipated this type of opposition,
Ekwensi makes it a point to state his case clearly by making
direct statements or comments about his concept: the city is
wicked, corrupt and corrupting. When he does not himself make
the direct comments he allows his mouthpieces. Such as Sango,
to make them for him. Ekwensi himself tells us that:
Lajide had lived too long in the city to care
about right or wrong, so long as the end was
achieved. And that end was so often achieved
by money that it was inconceivable to him that
money could ever fail in anything or with any¬
body. ... He was prepared to go any length
to make money and yet more money, to consolidate
his position . . . [PC pp. 77-8]
^^Vide, Ernest Emenyonu, The Rise of the Igbo Novel
(Ibadan: Oxford University Press, 1978), pp. 99-100.
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Through Ekwensi's mouthpieces, Kofi and Sango, we know that
the city "eats many an innocent life," that the secret socie¬
ties in the city "eat a lot more," and that the people of the
city do not care. The city is like a mirage; it deceives
you; it makes you think that you see and will possess the
comforts you dream of, until you discover too late that you
have been living in a wicked, corrupt, callous dreamland. The
girls, such as Aina, Jagua, and Beatrice, who have come to the
city have been attracted by this mirage. They "leave their
happy homes and come (to the city) on their own. No brothers,
no knowledge of anything, no hope . . . they just come ..."
[pp. 111-2] Even those who are born in the city are also de¬
ceived by its gloss. Bayo's girlfriend, Dupeh Martins, was
born in the city. She has only a primary education, and Sango
knows that she will be content "to walk her shoes thin in the
air-conditioned atmosphere of department stores, to hang about
all day in the foyer of hotels with not a penny in her hand¬
bag. . . ." [p. 23]
The type of society depicted in Ekwensi's "city" novels
can also be found in most of his novellas and short stories.
A few examples will suffice to illustrate this. In The Drummer
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Boy, we have violence, greed, crookedness, and lust for money.
Herbert, master forger, burglar and arsonist, betrays his good
friend. Akin, and hands him over to three crooks. He later
^^Cyprian Ekwensi, The Drummer Boy (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1966). In future page references to this
book, the title will be abbreviated DB and incorporated in the
text.
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invites the crooks to rob the teacher, his master. When the
teacher tries to prevent them from robbing him, they kill him.
Later, the same crooks steal from and beat up Akin, defence¬
less and blind. VJhen Ayike refuses to marry a man whom she
does not love, he hires thugs who burn down her eating-house
and later whip her. To reestablish her business, she hires
Akin to play his drum and entertain her customers. She begins
to succeed, but at the same time we discover her greed and
callousness when she refuses to reward Akin for his pains.
In Lokotown and Other Stories we have the same character¬
istics of the societies that we find in novels such as People
of the City and Jagua Nana: prostitution, violence, greed,
corruption, lust, filth, and materialism. Konni, who osten¬
sibly professes to be a seamstress, is in fact a harlot. Like
Jagua Nana, Konni knows not only the techniques of catching
lifts from motorists but also of making the motorists know that
she is "available." She dresses "to kill," and abandons her
dates in hotels when she meets new and richer men.
Men are unfaithful to their wives and keep many concubines.
Some of the married women know their husbands' concubines and
pick quarrels to teach them to keep away from their husbands.
When- a man has many wives, they have an advantage over an un¬
fortunate, lone concubine (as we saw in the case of Lajide's
wives who gang up on and beat Beatrice in People of the City);
but when the woman is a lone wife, she may not be a match for
a determined prostitute. V7hen Mrs. Nwuke engages in a fight
with Konni (Mr. Nwuke's mistress), not only does she lose the
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fight but she also loses her son, who falls head first on to
the floor during the fight. In a comment on the callousness
and misplaced values of people like Konni Ekwensi says:
While Nwuke's wife was in the hospital answer¬
ing the doctor's questions (concerning what had
happened to her son), Konni was at home, nursing
the finger-nail cuts on that face which was her
fortune. [M p. 9]
In the character, Ajayi, we have a replica of Amusa Sango
in People of the City. He loves to have as many girlfriends
as possible; and he ridicules the country girl, Bintu, chosen
by his mother for him to marry because she is "so unglamorous,
ordinary and unsophisticated." p. 21] The relationship
between Ajayi and Konni, on the other hand, can be compared
with that between Freddie and Jagua Nana. Just as Jagua "loves'
Freddie for his good looks and his youth, so does Konni monopo¬
lize Ajayi:
She monopolized him, for his youth and good looks,
and everyone else for what she could get out of
him. [I^ p. 23] ... (Ajayi) had tolerated her
for months because she it was who doted on him.
She was getting on in years, and it helped her
vanity to be seen in the company of one so young
and virile as Ajayi. p. 27]
Konni's philosophy, like Jagua's, is "Drink and be merry, for
life is short."
In "Timber Money" we see people joining religious sects
for ulterior motives. Mr. Kippa, who has not paid his rent
for ten months and who is a drunkard, joins a sect because it
has many beautiful women and because he wants to steal his
landlord's timber.
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"Under the Almond Tree" reveals violence in the society.
For example, lya fights one of Ajayi's sisters over a six¬
penny change. "Spider's Web" shows corruption and selfish¬
ness. Tayo can not get a seat on a truck to Lagos until he
bribes a driver's apprentice. Tayo is eager to get to Lagos
in order to see Biora, who is critically ill. For selfish
reasons he does not want Biora dead: he knows that without
Biora the whole world will look black. He alone will have to
pay the rent for the room and parlour and the wages of the
houseboy they share, and there will be no one to speak to when
he is confronted with problems. In "Spider's Web" too, many
people are money worshippers. Many husbands are unfaithful,
and many women are like Jagua and Aina.
In "Fashion Girl" we are introduced to Jagua, the pre¬
decessor of Jagua Nana proper. She has most of the characteris¬
tics of Jagua Nana's title character. She loves freedom, and
flirts with a college student on holidays. Like her more pro¬
fessional counterpart in Jagua Nana, she runs away from the
countryside to find freedom and "high" life in the city, where
she also finds violence and where the girls also spend their
time and money on dressing gorgeously in order to attract men.
In "Glittering City" — the "city" being Lagos — we find the
same mania for dresses. Here, also, "everybody was trying to
crowd into the short space of one night as much enjoyment as
possible, as though this was the last night on earth."
[LT p. 115] In this "glittering city" there are characters
who live in a make-believe world. In Fussy Joe we have a Fal-
staff — a liar, cheat and braggart — but without the loveli-
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ness of Shakespeare's Falstaff: the emotion one has towards
Falstaff, a cheerfully irresponsible man, is a love-hate one;
but the feeling one has towards Joe is complete dislike. If
he only kept girls with the coating of sugar on his tongue,
one could take him lightly. But he is also a crook, through
and through, a man of many aliases:
Fussy Joe played a variety of parts ... to
some people he said he was a journalist, at¬
tached to the "West African Sensation;" to
others, he was a legal practitioner negotiat¬
ing the deeds on a certain property situated
along the Mariner; to others, he was a band
leader, a filmstar. It was difficult to re¬
member what he was expected to be at any par¬
ticular time. [M p. 125]
And he seduces the girls engaged to his best friends.
As elsewhere in Ekwensi's city societies, the girls in
"Glittering City" know how to parade themselves as wares,
attracting buyers;
They knew when the boats arrived, and had come
out literally on parade. Young ones, painted
ones, carved ones, girls in silk, girls in
velvet, women holding on to plastic handbags
and wearing high-heeled shoes, women in Niger¬
ian dress and women in frocks . . . p. 133]
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Vices are rampant in Restless City and Christmas Gold,
too. Unless one has a godfather in high places, one cannot
get any gainful employment or get anything done. In "The
Great Beyond," Ekwensi shows that most people in his society
love money so much that even in death they remember money.
^^Cyprian Ekwensi, Restless City and Christmas Gold
(London: Heinemann Educational Books Ltd., 1975). The follow
ing stories and/or page references, except otherwise stated,
refer to this book. Future page references to this book will
be included in the text with the abbreviation RC.
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When the Dead Man resurrects temporarily, he remembers to tell
his wife all the people who owe him money. [1^ p. 38] In "One
And-Eleven" people steal not only money and clothes but also
children. p. 42] The murder in "Death of a Pathologist,"
the craze for money and materialism in "Eku Palemo Odun," and
the beating up of Kanem by strikers because he refuses to join
a strike in "Dark Christmas" are all characteristic features
of Ekwensi's society.
The general picture of Ekwensi's city society which we
have been trying to paint can be summarized in Eustace Palmer's
words. Ekwensi's city "emerges as a place of violence, crime,
15
filth, unspeakable cruelty, lust and the ugliest passions."
Many critics have drawn attention to Ekwensi's condemna¬
tion of city society and his idealization of the countryside.
For example, Eustace Palmer says:
"Ekwensi contrasts life in the country with
life in the city and proceeds to idealize the
former."16
David Cook points out that Jagua Nana "conforms to conventional
morality in praising the purity of village life and condemning
the decadence of the urban rat-race.And by saying that
both Jagua [Jagua Nana] and Yaniya [Beautiful Feathers] "imjnor-
talize the village" by returning to the countryside (after
15
Palmer, The Growth of the African Novel, p. 42.
^^Ibid., p. 41.
^^David Cook, African Literature: A Critical View (London
Longman Group Ltd., 1977), p. 144.
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their disillusionment with Lagos society) to find "the security
absent in Lagos," Ernest Emenyonu seems to be saying the same
thing.
However, this writer contends that Ekwensi does not make
such a clear-cut dichotomy between the city and the country.
An examination of Ekwensi's societies in his "pastoral" Burning
Grass and An African Night's Entertainment, and in the country¬
sides of some of his "city" works will show that most of the
vices found in the cities are also prevalent in the country¬
sides. We may not find in the countryside the kind of prosti¬
tutes (in spite of Kantuma in Burning Grass) whom we find in
the city, but we will certainly find violence, evil, intrigue,
killing, stealing, and jealousy.
19
In Burning Grass, as in Jagua Nana, People of the City,
and other "city" works, we find men who misuse their wealth
and influence. An example of such men is Shehu, who is rich,
keeps slaves, and lives to cause confusion. Even after Fatimeh,
a slave girl, has been set free in exchange for five cattle by
Mai Sunsaye, Shehu takes her away temporarily, by force:
"The man who owned her came after me with two
ruffians. They overpowered me and snatched
her away. p. 4 3]
In this country society, there is slavery. The weak, the power¬
less and the unprivileged are sold into slavery to those who
are rich and powerful. Jealousy and animosity are rampant in
^®Emenyonu, Cyprian Ekwensi, p. 113.
19
Cyprian Ekwensi, Burning Grass (London: Heinemann Educa¬
tional Books Ltd., 1962). Subsequent citations of this edition
shall be identified in the text as BG with page references.
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the society, even among members of the same family. Hodio is
not only jealous of his younger brother, Rikku, but also elopes
with Rikku's girl, thus as Eustace Palmer correctly points out,
20
"breaking with traditional rules and values." As if that
were not enough, Hodio also meets and seduces Amina, the girl
of his elder brother, Jalla. He himself relates the story to
his father with some pride;
"Amina was the girl Jalla set his heart upon.
But — I took her away from him and we fled
here." p. 42]
Evil has a stronghold on the society. We find evil in
Hodio, exemplified by his betrayals of his younger and elder
brothers. We find evil in Ardo, who strikes Mai Sunsaye with
"Sokugo," the wandering sickness, because he wants Mai Sunsaye
mad or dead so that he alone will be the candidate for the
village's chieftaincy.
People who spread malicious gossip and who steal and kill
are not a monopoly of the cities. In the countryside, Ardo
spreads malicious gossip against Mai Sunsaye. Thieves steal
Mai Sunsaye's cattle and burn down his house, and rustlers
steal from Rikku and Belmuna. p. 55]
In the face of all these vices, one can not see in Burning
Grass much of the "peaceful atmosphere" which Ernest Emenyonu
talks about.
^^Palmer, The Growth of the African Novel, p. 55.
^^Emenyonu, Cyprian Ekwensi, p. 95.
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In An African Night's Entertainment we have the same
misuse of power and wealth by the rich. Shehu is determined
to take Abu Bakir's fiancee, Zainobe, because he is rich and
Abu Bakir is poor. pp. 15 & 18], and he is determined to
bribe Zainobe's parents and the king of the land so that he
can achieve his aim. p. 27] Even if Abu Bakir has a rea¬
son for his action, no one ought to condone vengeance. Abu
Bakir is determined to have his revenge against Shehu, even
when he is reminded that vengeance is the prerogative of God.
[AE p. 34] As in Burning Grass, and as in city societies,
there are thieves, armed robbers and murderers in An African
Night's Entertainment. In his quest for vengeance, Abu Bakir
is beaten up by thieves who steal his horse and money and then
cut off his left ear. Shehu's son, Kyauta, becomes a robber
and, in one of his outings, unwittingly tries to steal from
his own father, whom he kills by cutting his throat. [M p. 86]
The societies in the countrysides of some of Ekwensi's
"city" works also show evidence of the vices found in city
societies. In Jagua Nana's Bagana and Krinameh, evil, jealousy,
violence and murder reign. The chiefs of the two villages, who
are members of the same family, are not in talking terms be¬
cause of a chieftaincy dispute, and rival villagers kill one
another. As Uncle Namme points out:
Cyprian Ekwensi, An African Night's Entertainment (Lon¬
don: Ginn and Company Ltd., 1962). In future page references,
this book will be abbreviated AE, and included in the text.
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"I still have great respect for Chief Ofubara;
after all, he's a cousin of ours. But we have
no dealings here in Bagana with the people of
Krinameh. They are enemies. When they catch
our people, they kill them and put the body in
a canoe for us to see. And we also, we retali¬
ate when we get the chance." p. 79]
Even the simplicity and ruralness of Uncle Namme's language
just quoted can not hide the fact that this, like the city's,
is a senseless and violent society. Even in Jagua's native
Ogabu, to which she returns to look for "the serenity absent
in Lagos" and where there is no "desire to outstrip the other
fellow," there are traces of prostitution. Jagua herself is
made pregnant by an unknown stranger in "a shed by the river."
[JN p. 181] And, in the first place, it is the malicious
gossip and talk of the villagers blaming her for her childless¬
ness that drive Jagua to Lagos.
In the countryside of Beautiful Feathers there is also the
love for materialism and the flashy dresses found in the city.
It is like listening to Lagos society being described when one
hears Emorwen condemn his own village;
"I will tell you this: there is also dishonesty
here in my village . . . thieves come here."
[BF p. 103]
Although Emorwen tries to blame every vice in his village on
the influence of the cities, such as Benin and Sapele, some¬
thing has to be said against the countryside itself because it
is there that Lum, VJilson's son, dies. If there was truly
something in the countryside which was "a balm on wounds," and
if time there "was a partner, not an enemy," [p. 103] one does
not see why innocent Lum should die there.
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Even in the countryside of Lokotown and Other Stories the
rich and powerful misuse their privileges. Although Akunma
wants to uphold tradition by keeping herself chaste for her
fiance, the chief of her village, who wants to bribe some
government officials, wants her to dance publicly and bare¬
breasted instead. When Akunma refuses to dance, the chief
blackmails her by threatening to take away her mother's farm
and her father's property. [M pp. 56-7]
So although there is every evidence in his works to show
that Ekwensi concentrates on and condemns city society more
than he does the countryside we must not overlook the fact that
his country society is not a paradise. As a wise and experi¬
enced herdsman tells Mai Sunsaye in Burning Grass [p. 62] ,
"there are bad people in the world" — whether that world is
the city or the country. And as Ernest Emenyonu says about
the guilt which Yaniya feels after the death of Lum, her son,
in Beautiful Feathers' countryside:
"Neither the village nor the city serve [sic] 23
as a refuge from the evils and fates of life."
Our examination of Ekwensi's societies has, so far, shown
only negative characteristics. If vices were the only charac¬
teristics he portrays in his societies, Ekwensi's portrayal
would be very unrealistic, indeed. No society, however bad,
exhibits only negative characteristics. Ekwensi's societies,
both city and country, reflect this fact. In spite of the
23
Emenyonu, Cyprian Ekwensi, p. 114.
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materialism, dirt, violence, murder, greed, corruption, prosti¬
tution, lust, callousness, cruelty and other vices which we
have tried to illustrate, there are many things to encourage
one in Ekwensi's societies.
Even corrupt, exploitative, and callous landlords, such
as Lajide in People of the City, have their positive moments.
IVhen one of Lajide's wives, Alikatu, is about to die, and
even after her death, we see the loving, human nature in him.
We see, for the first time, that this man is capable of deep
love. The grief and pain he feels for his wife are real and,
in spite of his vices, we feel attached to him, even if only
temporarily:
"AlikatuI" he called softly. The feeling he
injected into that whispered word, the loving
care with which he held his wife, created a
restlessness and pain in all present. p. 82]
The sympathy shown to Lajide and the love expressed to Alikatu
by members of the society also show that all is not selfish
and materialistic in this society. Almost everyone expresses
his sympathy, sadness, and love by either verbally expressing
his sorrow or sending flowers to Lajide, or by attending
Alikatu's wake and funeral. Long after the funeral, Lajide
himself continues to show his humanity, and love for Alikatu:
Only one moment before that, Sango had seen
Lajide sitting motionless, unaware of the
world about him. Lajide's head had been
sunk on his breast while Zamil came in briefly
to console him. The fact that Lajide had not
lifted his head, that he was surrounded by a
group of friends, who were chosen to prevent
him from trying to take his own life, showed
Sango the depth of his grief. [PC p. 84]
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Even a character like Bayo has his positive characteris¬
tics. When he finds true love in Zamil's sister, Suad, he is
ready to die for it. That is why he takes all the risks against
Zamil, who hates the relationship between his sister and Bayo,
until he dies honourably in his quest for love. Similarly, when
Dennis Odoma's girlfriend is ready to lay down her life for him
because of love, we must admire her, even though we know that
she is ready to die for a man whom she knows is a thief.
[JN p. 127] Such positive qualities can also be mentioned for
Jagua when she brings about peace between Chief Ofubara and
Uncle Namme and between the villagers of Krinameh and Bagana.
[JN p. 96] And, even though we know that it is stolen, we are
willing to allow Jagua to use Uncle Taiwo's money in Ogabu be¬
cause she gives some of it to charity and to Chief Ofubara,
who needs it to build schools in his village.
The sympathy shown by members of the society to Lajide
over the death of Alikatu is not a rarity. When Sango is given
notice by his landlord to leave his lodgings, members of the
society show their humanity again by coming to sympathize with
and encourage Sango, who does not even know some of them.[PC p. 36
Similarly, when De Pereira, a popular nationalist, dies, the
society shows its love by turning out in thousands at the fune¬
ral. [PC 86-8] Again in Survive the Peace, when Samson, Pa
Ukoha's son, dies in battle, all the neighbours turn out to con¬
sole the bereaved family. [^ pp. 52 & 54]
Sango himself shows that his heart and time are not only
for parties and girls. When he realizes that the politician
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he believes in is going to lose an election because his cam¬
paign speeches are not drawing crowds, Sango decides to bring
his band and play some music for him free, so that the crowds
will be attracted. [PC pp. 73-4]
Beatrice II shows that there is something else apart from
money to live for. She is determined that after her nursing
training, she and her fiance will work in the countryside,
even though she is reminded that by not living in the city
they will not make much money;
"I agree. But that's not all there is to it.
We will be doing something, giving something ..."
[PC p. 89]
Even Beatrice I realizes eventually that money is not every¬
thing. When Lajide, after recovering from the shock of Alikatu's
death, tells her to leave her friend, the "transport lorry-
driver," and come to him, who has all the money she needs,
she replies triumphantly;
"Money is not everything. A man can have money
and still not be a gentleman." [PC p. 102]
Other positive characteristics are also evident in Survive
the Peace. In Air Force Officer Abdul Gana we see a good human
being. Before the civil war, he knew a girl, Ngozi, whom he
loved. Now, after the war, he is ready to risk his job and
safety to search for her. He still loves the girl, and he
feels some guilt for the condition she may be in because;
"I was responsible for Ngozi's condition. I
have taken part in air raids." [S£ pp. 33-4]
Like Abdul Gana, other Federalists, after their victory, do
much in order to alleviate the suffering of the defeated;
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food, no matter how small, is shared with the needy and starv-
1
ing; and everyone is given "rehabilitation money." [S£ pp. 129
and 131] When James Odugo goes to Lagos after the war he is
enthusiastically welcomed by his former boss and co-workers.
Not only is he paid his accumulated allowances, but also his
co-workers give him some money. Everywhere he goes in Lagos
he finds "more money, more love, more joy, minute after
minute/[SP p. 152]
Unlike their selfish and materialistic counterparts, there
are many selfless and conscientious civil servants in Survive
the Peace. Using crude materials, many such civil servants
make "home-made" bombs and armoured vehicles to bolster the
cause in which they believe. Like the arms makers, there are
relief workers, such as Juliette, who do their jobs conscien¬
tiously and selflessly. Such members of the society, in con¬
trast with soldiers who sell relief materials that are meant
to be free, show that there is some hope left for the society,
Ekwensi’s novellas and short stories reveal other good
social characteristics. Madam Bisi, in The Drummer Boy, is an
example of the selfless, kind and loving woman. She is ready
to do anything in order to enable blind Akin to live a useful
life, as if the boy were her very son. Nurse Joe, too, is
willing to give Akin all the encouragement he needs to enable
the boy to achieve his dream of becoming a nurse. Akin him¬
self is a source of inspiration. Although handicapped by his
blindness, he is not willing to take to the streets to beg as
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Other blind people in the society do. Instead, he is ready to
earn his living by working and by other honest means.
Like Juliette in Survive the Peace, Chini in Restless
City and Christmas Gold loves her country and works for it
selflessly. It is with pride that she says, "I like to work
hard, for my country." [p. 33] In Restless City, too, we
see characters who also realize that money is not everything.
For example, when everybody else has misplaced values about
Christmas, when everybody else is buying more clothes and
gold trinkets, one lone voice of reason, Sisi Tola, says:
"I have my children, my husband and my home.
We are all together as one; no one is ill, we
are all strong, and we look to the future with
hope. To me, that matters more at Christmas
than . . . that gold." p. 75]
It is, therefore, clear from these positive illustrations
that although Ekwensi lays much emphasis on the negative as¬
pects of his societies, especially the city society, there is
also much to carol about. His city and country societies,
which he portrays realistically, have both negative and posi¬
tive characteristics. On the negative side, it can be said
that money, prestige, and sex are responsible for most of the
society's vices. To the generality of the society, money,
prestige, and sex are the three "virtues" one should strive
for. These "virtues" have replaced what one would otherwise
call good characteristics. The love of money, prestige, and
sex has permeated every aspect of the society, including
institutions such as the police force. But on the positive
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side, there are some members of the society who realize that
there are other truer virtues to strive for, and they are
ready to adher to their principles, in spite of the hard¬
ships they may face.
CHAPTER THREE
EKWENSI'S MORAL VISION
We have seen in Chapter 2 that in Ekwensi's view society
is essentially immoral. Much of his moral vision is based on
that fact. Although human beings have both positive and nega¬
tive qualities, the bad society in which they live brings out
the negative in them. The society is, quite often, the city:
"The city is a terribly corrupting influence,
a den for Ali Baba where forty thieves have
stored all their gold, and anyone who has the
magic words can go and help himself. And
sometimes greed traps the sesame and the
thieves come back and stab the intruder to
death as they did to Ali Baba's brother.
In Ekwensi's view there are mainly four types of people.
First, there are those who, in spite of the society, are es¬
pecially good and who reap bountiful rewards for their good¬
ness. Second, there are those who wallow in the society's
immorality and are punished for their sins. Third, there are
those who sin, live bad lives (partly because of their inborn
weaknesses and partly because of the society's bad influence)
but later realize their sins and repent. Such people are
viewed sympathetically by Ekwensi and are forgiven and rewarded.
Fourth, there are those who are victims of life or fate. Life
is not fair: some people, whether good or bad or repentant,
receive the fates they do not deserve. An examination of these
four categories of people will help us to illustrate Ekwensi's
^Cyprian Ekwensi, in an interview by Ernest Emenyonu, in
Cyprian Ekwensi, p. 29.
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moral vision. We shall begin our analysis with the two ex¬
tremes — the good and the bad.
In most of his early, "pastoral," and children's works,
Ekwensi's moral aim is to show that goodness pays and evil does
not. As Ernest Emenyonu puts it, "Justice is swift and merci¬
less and people who live by the sword generally die by the
sword. The cheater gets his turn and the villian never es¬
capes vengeance, regardless of how long it takes to come. On
the other hand the virtuous reaps the reward of his good life
no matter what trials and tribulations he undergoes in its
.,2course."
In The Drummer Boy the good — Madam Bisi and Akin — are
pitted against the bad — Herbert and the three musicians.
Akin, although blind, does not roam the streets, begging. He
refuses to live on charity. He does not despair. Instead,
he earns his living by playing his drum and entertaining peo¬
ple. He is kind, hardworking, generous, innocent and charming.
As Madam Bisi says of him;
"Blinded for life ... he does not sit down
and mope. He makes others happy by being
happy himself." [M p. 13]
Like Akin, Madam Bisi is kind, generous and charming. Although
she has only recently known Akin, she is willing to do anything
within her power to see that he receives a good education and
becomes a productive member of the society. She explains
her intentions to Nurse Joe;
2
Emenyonu, Cyprian Ekwensi, p. 15.
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"I have taken a fancy to him. To my mind, beat¬
ing a samba is not the thing for him. He has
talent, he's quite fit, only he's blind. So I
thought I could train him to be useful to him¬
self and to the country." [M p. 22]
For their virtue, both Akin and Madam Bisi receive their due
rewards at the end of the novella: Akin is settled at the
Boys' Forest Home and arrangements are being made by Madam
*
Bisi to bring his parents to see him. Madam Bisi, on the
other hand, has been rewarded because her dream of seeing Akin
educated and in good hands is being realized.
Herbert and the three musicians are bad: Herbert betrays
his friend. Akin, and his master, the teacher. Later he joins
the three musicians to steal. The three musicians are thugs,
thieves and murderers: they are paid to beat up Ayike; they
rob and beat up Akin; they kill the teacher when he tries to
prevent them from robbing him. For their sins and evil, the
three musicians are sentenced "to be hanged by the neck until
they were dead." [DB^ p. 76] Herbert, because he is a juvenile,
is sentenced to have "six strokes of the cane every day for
seven days." [DB p. 78]
In An African Night's Entertainment, the moral is that
"one must not take it upon oneself to inflict vengeance,"
[AE p. 94] for two wrongs do not make one right; evil does not
cure evil. Mallam Shehu is very rich and he uses his wealth
to take away and marry Abu Bakir's fiancee, Zainobe. Abu
Bakir is poor, and if he did not seek revenge he would have
Ekwensi's sympathy. But he goes out of his way to inflict
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vengeance, in spite of being warned not to. The result is
that he becomes bad: there is no difference between him and
Mallam Shehu. Both men must pay a price — Shehu for his
selfishness and Bakir for his vengeance. The son, Kyauta,
who is the result of Zainobe's marriage to Shehu, becomes a
thief and an armed robber. It is he who kills Shehu, his
own father. It is also he who kills Bakir, who first suffers
many tribulations in his quest for revenge. Kyauta has lived
a bad life. He has been responsible for the rivalry between
Shehu and Bakir and for their deaths. For his punishment,
he "ran wild eating wild fruits, hunting game, sleeping in
the rain and in the sun" [M p. 92] for one year.
As in The Driommer Boy, the good are pitted against the
bad in Burning Grass. One example each of good and bad char¬
acters will suffice: Ardo is ambitious, wicked and vindic¬
tive. Because Mai Sunsaye is his rival for the village's
chieftaincy, Ardo poisons him with sokugo, the wandering sick¬
ness. He also burns down Mai Sunsaye's house, steals his
cattle and spreads malicious gossip against him. Mai Sunsaye,
on the other hand, is a virtuous man. He frees Fatimeh from
slavery. He loves his family and villagers very dearly. But
because of the "wandering sickness" he suffers many tribula¬
tions similar to Kyauta's:
He had been travelling through bush which
thickened day after day, sleeping in trees,
eating forest fruit . . . p. 65]
At the end of the novel, each character reaps what he has
sown: Mai Sunsaye is cured of the sokugo and is reunited with
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his family. After he and his son, Rikku, have driven Ardo
out of the village, Mai Sunsaye has a triumphal return;
In the morning Sunsaye and his supporters
marched through the town. There was much
feasting and rejoicing . . . the young men
engaged in gymnastics and feats of manhood . . .
they knew Sunsaye of old as a father and ruler.
Willing hands soon cleared a site and set him
up in good style. [pp. 117-8]
Ardo, meanwhile, ignominously runs out of the village, "in his
scanty clothes." His huts are burnt down by Mai Sunsaye, just
as the former had burnt down Mai Sunsaye's. Here, one has to
point out that there is some "inconsistency" in Ekwensi's
moral vision. In An African Night's Entertainment, we have
already seen that "one must not take it upon oneself to in¬
flict vengeance." But the fate that befalls Ardo in Burning
Grass is executed by Mai Sunsaye himself. There is no doubt
that Ardo deserves his lot, but one would have expected that
the fate would come from someone else with moral prerogative
to inflict vengeance.
In People of the City, we also find bad characters, but
the exceptionally good ones are hard to come by. Only Beatrice
II, Suad, and Elina can lay claims to some exceptional virtue.
Beatrice II becomes Amusa Sango's wife after he repents, and
Suad and Elina meet fates which they do not "deserve." How¬
ever, we shall concentrate here on the bad characters, who are
punished because they wallow in the society's immorality and
do not repent. The first of these characters is Lajide. He
is a wicked, greedy, callous and lustful landlord. While being
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cruel to men, he is generous to women who are willing to be
his mistresses. He connives with foreigners to the detriment
of his fellow countrymen, saying, "brotherhood ends where
money begins." [PC p. 36] His motto is "Money and more money"
because he believes that in the society in which he lives
money can do anything and buy anybody. A man who lives such
a life, according to Ekwensi, deserves to be punished. Accord¬
ingly, Lajide meets an ignominous death: he drinks himself to
death. Not even his money, his many houses, wives and con¬
cubines can save him.
Aina is not as bad as Lajide. She has left her village
some sixty miles away and come to Lagos to enjoy its "high"
life. She has misplaced values: to her, life means drinks,
parties, taxis, and fashionable dresses. In order to have and
enjoy all these things, she is willing to be a prostitute,
thief and blackmailer. Because of her character, Ekwensi be¬
lieves that she must be punished, especially since she does
not repent throughout the novel. One has to point out, however,
that although Aina does not die, the punishment she gets in the
novel is as harsh as death, and it may be argued that she does
not deserve all of it. After all, Aina is a simple-minded,
naive girl who is tempted to steal and blackmail because the
material expectations of the society encourage her immorality.
Consequently, when she is beaten up by a jealous mob, stripped
almost naked twice, and when she is sent to prison, one wonders
whether there are not worse people in the society who should
take her place.
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Beatrice I is like Aina. She, too, has come to the city
for its "high" life: "cars, servants, high-class foods, de¬
cent clothes, luxurious living." [PC p. 53] To achieve this
type of life, she has to attach herself to many men. First,
it is to Grunnings, a British engineer, that she is married.
But since he does not satisfy her, she flirts with Sango,
Zamil, Lajide and other "lovers" before she meets Kofi, the
merchant from the Gold Coast. As he does with Aina, Ekwensi
makes Beatrice I pay a price for her frivolous life: she dies
of an incurable disease and there is nobody to claim her after
the death. She is buried as a pauper. Her punishment, like
Aina's, may be too harsh, especially since she is influenced
partly by the society. If the society was not materialistic,
and if characters such as Lajide, Zamil, and Grunnings (who
leaves his wife at home and uses Beatrice, because of his
wealth, as a "summer" wife) did not exist, there would be no
Beatrice I. Moreover, one has to remember that throughout
the novel she is plagued by a perennial disease. However,
the pity one feels for her may not be as strong as that felt
for Aina, because Beatrice I is a much more professional and
mature woman; she does not have the naivete, innocence and
amateurism of Aina.
Zamil is a foreign version of Lajide. He, too, is greedy,
wicked and lustful. He "marries" many girls every year. "He
pays the girls good money if they are virgins. Then he throws
them away after his curiosity has been satisfied." [PC p. 94]
But when he is not interested in a girl, he can be very mean to
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her. When he suspects Aina of stealing from his shop, he strips
her to her underwear. Ironically, this man, who can be so mean
to other people's sisters and who "marries" their sisters, is
mad when he discovers that his own sister, Suad, is in love with
Bayo. In a jealous rage, he shoots both lovers and then attempts
suicide.
There are many bad characters in Jagua Nana who are similar
to the ones we have seen in People of the City. Uncle Taiwo is
the secretary of the party, O.P.2. He has joined politics for
personal aggrandizement. He misuses party funds, keeps concu¬
bines, bribes and deceives the electorate, rigs elections, in¬
timidates his political opponents through thuggery, and even
kills one. When Uncle Taiwo bribes the electorate, it is as
much a condemnation of the electorate as it is of him:
When Uncle Taiwo had acknowledged the cheers,
he mounted the rostrum. Then he opened his
black bag and coming down moved among the
people, scattering handfuls of ten shilling
notes, like rice grains on a bride. The elec¬
tion ground had become a rugger ground with
the printed notes as the ball. p. 138]
Uncle Taiwo has Freddie Namme, his political opponent, beaten
up, and it is he who must also be held responsible for Namme's
eventual death. As far as Ekwensi is concerned. Uncle Taiwo
has lived a bad life, and he deserves to pay for it. Justice
is swift: Uncle Taiwo loses the election. His party does not
stand for failures and, because he is its secretary, he must
bear the responsibility. He is driven into hiding by his
party members and by his creditors. Later, he is murdered by
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his own party men and his body is thrown away for dogs to
feast on.
Freddie Namme may not be as bad as Uncle Taiwo, but one
has the feeling that he deserves the fate that befalls him
because right from the beginning of Jagua Nana he is bad. He
is a selfish and jealous man. In his relationship with Jagua,
these two characteristics are evident. He himself tells us
that Jagua is an old woman whom he does not take seriously:
he will not marry her.
He had . . . discovered that . . . Jagua was
not young . . . "She too ol' for me, you
understan'? I can't marry her." p. 18]
Yet he maintains the relationship because of the material and
sexual benefits he gets: she gives him money and has promised
to send him to England for further studies; and he has sex
with her whenever he wants (or whenever she wants);
He knew that in her own way Jagua loved him
and he owed her a world of gratitude for her
sweetness, the physical satisfaction she gave
him . . . "She fine and she have some
money ..." p. 19]
In spite of the fact that he boasts to Nancy that Jagua means
nothing to him, when Freddie Namme sees Jagua with other men
(the very men who give her the money that she gives him) he
becomes jealous. And this is the same Freddie who seduces the
young, innocent-looking Nancy, whom Jagua considers a rival
because of her youth and beauty. Nobody should blame Jagua,
therefore, when she classifies Freddie as "sentiment:"
In a city where money was the idol of the women,
an idol worshipped in every waking and sleeping
moment, sentiment was a mere pastime. And to
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Jagua, Freddie classified as sentiment. p. 30]
When Freddie gets to England for his law studies, he forgets
about Jagua and marries Nancy, who has joined him there.
When he returns to Nigeria, instead of facing his law profes¬
sion, Freddie proves what a crook he is by becoming a politi¬
cian. There may be nothing wrong in becoming a politician
but, in this case, Freddie joins politics because "I wan'
money quick-quick; an' politics is de only hope." p. 137]
He plays politics as roughly as the roughest politician. Uncle
Taiwo; he has his own thugs and uses them with as much relish
as Taiwo. IThen the leader of his thugs, Dennis Odoma, is in
trouble with the law, Jagua urges Freddie (a lawyer) to defend
him, but he replies callously:
"No, Jagua. I got no time. I got to concen¬
trate on de election." [JN p. 152]
When Eustace Palmer says that "the change in Freddie's charac¬
ter towards the end of the novel when, on his return from
England as a qualified barrister, he immediately plunges into
the dirty political fray through a desire for material aggrand-
3
izement, is far from convincing," one has to remind him that
even before Freddie went to England he had always had the de¬
sire for "material aggrandizement." He had been Jagua's "boy¬
friend" only because of the material (and sexual) benefits, and
he had always wanted to be rich and not be a "poor" and "common"
teacher.
3
Palmer, The Growth of the African Novel, p. 49.
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It is not surprising, therefore, that Ekv/ensi punishes
Freddie almost as harshly as he does Uncle Taiwo; Freddie
Namme is beaten up twice by political thugs and he dies as a
result of the second beating. Our only regret is that his
death leaves Nancy widowed, for she had proved to be a loving
and caring wife.
Dennis Odoma and his friend, the taxi driver, live by the
sword and die by it. They are armed robbers, thugs and gang¬
sters. In one of his armed-robbing missions, the taxi driver
is killed and his body is thrown into a gutter. The society
does not give Dennis Odoma the chance to reform. When he
tries unsuccessfully to find jobs, he has to bribe the em¬
ployers. The only "employment" he gets "lawfully" is thuggery.
But because he enjoys his crooked life and because he does not
repent, the police eventually catch up with him, and when they
try to arrest him he attacks and wounds a police officer. For
this and other offences, Dennis receives a death sentence.
In Beautiful Feathers, although some other characters such
as the Minister of Consolation and Brother Jacob are bad and
meet their deserved punishment, we shall concentrate on only
Gadson Salifas. He takes other people's wives to bed in order
to spite the men. He also enjoys degrading the women who
leave their husbands and come to him. His main problem is
egoism: he feels happy to think himself the conqueror of
other men's wives, who must crawl to him. It is, therefore,
with enjoyment that he chastises his mistress, Wilson lyari's
wife:
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"You are thinking of your snug bedroom and your
children . . . Married women are like that —
when they are disloyal to their husbands they
think devotedly of their children." pp. 32-3]
And when Yaniya Wilson tells him: "Since I met you I have been
able to find no peace. I keep thinking of you the whole day.
I keep hating my husband all the more," [BF p. 52] he is happy
because his ego has been stirred. But as soon as he knows that
Yaniya and her husband have separated, he abandons her because
now that she is "free" the fun is no longer there for him.
He was one of those men who liked other men to
bear the burden while they enjoyed the fruits.
He was shallow, pleasure-seeking, spineless.
Now that Yaniya was alone, the thrill, the ad¬
venture of stealing her from her husband, had
vanished. [BF^ p. 119]
He must now fish in more thrilling waters. So, he turns his
attention to a jailed man's wife. He promises to get her a
job, and then uses the promise to have sex with her. When
nemesis catches up with him, one scarcely has any pity for
him. The jailed man's friends teach him a lesson:
They pulled him out of the room and into the
corridor. His back cracked under their merci¬
less thrashing. His shirt was in tatters and
his skin lacerated with large weals . . . They
kicked him down the steps and he crawled along
the street till he found his car. p. 121]
Next, let us examine three characters from Lokotown and
Other Stories, one good and two bad. Jatife is a timber mer¬
chant. As soon as one meets this character, one's mind wanders
back to Lajide in People of the City. But one soon discovers
that Jatife is good: one of his tenants, Kippa, has not paid
his rent for ten months but he has not been kicked out (Lajide
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evicts Sango and the engine driver virtually because he does
not like their faces). Jatife also loves his son dearly and
he works hard to have enough money to send him to Glasgow for
further studies. It is because of his virtue that, in spite
of the machinations of Kippa who wants him killed, Jatife sur¬
vives to see his dream fulfilled: enough money is made to
send his son to Glasgow.
On the other hand. Fussy Joe, who is bad, is punished. He
is a crook, liar, gangster, forger and seducer. Right to the
end of "Glittering City" he does not repent, and he dies in a
car accident. In "Lokotown," Konni is portrayed like Jagua
Nana (whose characteristics we shall consider soon): she runs
away from her husband because she wants freedom and "high" life.
She lives the life of a prostitute in Lokotown, which is the
same as Jagua Nana's Lagos. Like Jagua, she is fighting to
appear young:
Her biggest fight in life was the fight to re¬
main ever fresh and blooming. She wanted the
young figure of the eighteen-year-old girl.
[I^ p. 6]
In fact, Konni has so many characteristics of Jagua that it is
safe to say that they (and in fact the Jagua of "Fashion Girl")
are one and the same person. However, unlike the Jagua in
Jagua Nana, Konni is not given the chance to redeem herself,
and, so, she receives a very grim punishment; she is drowned
and her body is later found floating ashore at the Marine
Beach. It is possible that Ekwensi punishes her because she
abandons her four children to her former husband. Secondly,
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he may hold her responsible for the accidental death of Mrs.
Nwuke’s son.
In Restless City and Christmas Gold, Bisi (in "Make-Believe
Night") is an innocent fifteen-year-old girl. When her parents
leave her in the company of her friend, she is lured to an
abandomed house by a gangster and murderer who tries to seduce,
then to murder her. But her innocence and the good training
she has received from her parents save her. However, Bisi's
friend, Yemi, who is not innocent, is made to pay a price.
She lives a frivolous life, attending parties almost daily and
having indiscriminate sex with men. She boasts to Bisi that
she knows all about life — meaning about sex and "fun." But
this does not save her from being stabbed one day by some of
her "lovers," who then diomp her body into a river.
In Survive the Peace, James Odugo's "immorality" at the
beginning of the novel is understandable, considering the war
situation. But after the war he does not change, and Ekwensi
seems to say that he must suffer for his immorality and self¬
ishness. During the war, James Odugo keeps a series of con¬
cubines while he cares very little about his wife and children.
When he is running away from the radio station that is under
attack by Federal troops, he fills his car with girls (not
because he considers them the weaker sex but because of the
sexual benefits to be derived) . VThen his special girlfriend,
Vic, tells him not to take the girls to Ifitenu, where his wife
and children are, he does not worry about his wife's reaction;
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"Ifitenu is a big place. It is hidden away in
the hills. No one will worry you there." [p. 15]
When Pa Ukoha gives James and Vic accommodation at Obodonta,
James Odugo abuses the hospitality by having sex with the
wife of his host's nephew. Later, when James goes to his
wife's village, he discovers that she has left and gone to
Enugu to work with the Red Cross. He is angry, but he has no
right to be. Throughout the war, he has communicated very
little with his wife. Meanwhile, her supplies for trading
have run out, and she cannot feed her children without the in¬
come from trading. Even after the war, he does not contact
his wife immediately. He is too busy with other girls. As
he himself says, "Life is short." [p. 135] Women, as Gladys
says, are Odugo's weakness. [p. 138] And as Juliette, his
wife, says, in her own defence, James Odugo is not a saint.
[p. 139] One believes, therefore, that Ekwensi intends it to
be a condemnation of the type of life he has lived when, on
his way back to Obodonta, where he lived a sinful life with
Vic and abused his host's hospitality by bedding Benne, James
Odugo is attacked and killed by armed robbers.
We have so far examined Ekwensi's portraits of good and
bad characters. In Ekwensi's society, the good characters
are fewer than the bad ones because the society itself, which
plays a significant role in influencing individuals, is essen¬
tially bad. As Douglas Killam points out, the society in which
the characters live "assumes, as it were, the role of another
character, controlling, defining, organizing and often destroy-
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ing the lives of her people . . . The city is held to account
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for the debased morality" of virtually everyone. Because
the society is mainly bad, Ekwensi often reserves his judg¬
ment and punishment for the society as a whole. In Survive
the Peace, for example, the society in general suffers because
of the pride and the love of money and power prevalent in it.
As Samson Ukoha says, "As long as men live and lust for power,
so long must there be wars." p. 48] And as James Odugo
points out, starting wars is not hard: it is stopping them
that is difficult because "everybody is too proud to step
down." [SP p. 58-9] So in the society in Survive the Peace
everyone suffers. When women desert their husbands, when
children are neglected, when grown-up people abandon their
parents, and when properties are lost, the society knows it is
suffering because "individuals want money, position, power."
[SP p. 142] And when even simple village folks suffer, they
are paying a price for their collective sins. For example,
whereas many villagers report their "enemies" as saboteurs to
the army and have them punished or even killed, they refuse
to report the armed robbers among them. Therefore, they suf¬
fer when their fellow, innocent villagers are killed by the
armed robbers. Pa Ukoha knows where to put the blame for
their sufferings:
"We know those who are doing this evil. Since
the war ended, no rest for us at Obodonta. The
young men want quick riches. And they have
guns . . . They are people we know. But every¬
body is afraid to talk." [S^ p. 169]
^Douglas Killam in Introduction to Nigerian Literature,
edited by Bruce King, p. 84.
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The villagers regard giving the armed robbers up to the police
as an act of treachery. It is only when they change their
minds that they experience peace.
Similarly, the society in People of the City suffers be¬
cause of its sins, its misplaced values, its cynicism and its
indifference to those who are raping the virtues of the society.
When the shunt engine driver stops his engine in the middle of
the road and rail junction and steps down to talk with his wife
or mistress, thereby stopping pedestrian, car and other traffic,
the society does not raise a voice of protest. When Aina and
Beatrice I are beaten up by jealous people, the society enjoys
the "show." When innocent people join and are "eaten up" by
secret societies, when senseless murders (such as the ones in
Magamu Bush) are committed, when Lajide and Zamil misuse their
ill-gotten wealth, the society looks on indifferently. As
Amusa Sango laments, "What do the people of the city care?
Nothing whatever. They have created the flitter," [P£ p. 112]
and they must pay for it.
Let us now examine those characters who live bad lives
but later realize their faults and repent. We shall begin with
Amusa Sango in People of the City. Although his self-proclaimed
"desire in this city was peace and the desire to forge ahead,"
[PC p. 3] Amusa Sango lives a frivolous life. After his of¬
fice hours, his life is a series of parties, late hours, and
girls. Although "his mother had seen to it that he became en¬
gaged to 'a decent girl from a good family, that you might not
dissipate your youth,'" [PC p. 3] he refuses to marry the girl.
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Elina, because she is not "sophisticated." Instead, he spends
his time and energy wooing and changing girls because he is
"fast with women, slick with his fairy-tales, dexterious with
eyes and fingers." p. 5] Moreover Sango is selfish and
callous:
Sango had his own life to lead, his name to make
as a bandleader and journalist. All else must
be subordinated to that. [PC p. 6]
So when he drops his "girlfriends" after satisfying nis sexual
curiosity, he does not worry about their feelings.
However, Sango has room to repent because there are moments
of self-analysis and self-condemnation. For example, when Bayo
nearly implicates him in a penicillin racket, he has a moment
of self-appraisal. Again, while attending the funeral of De
Pereira, Sango realizes that "he was one of the suffocated and
crumpled men who groaned and gasped to keep alive in the (city)."
[PC p. 87] Then, "when all doors are closed" on him, when he
loses his jobs with the West African Sensation and the All-
Language Club, when his mother dies, Ekwensi feels that he has
suffered enough for his sins, especially since the society in
which he lives is partly responsible for his sins, and since
Sango himself expresses the desire for a new, good life — "We
want a new life, new opportunities." [PC p. 120] Ekwensi re-
v/ards him with Beatrice II, "the good woman whom Sango meets
when he has reached his lowest ebb and who becomes his re¬
deemer. " ^
Douglas Killam in Introduction to Nigerian Literature,
edited by Bruce King, p. 85.
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Jagua Nana is another character who lives a bad life but
at the end of Jagua Nana is redeemed. Jagua comes to the city
to seek a new life because of the talk and gossip of villagers
who mock her for her childlessness and because she finds vill¬
age life too restrictive. In the city, she lives a life of
abandon: she is a prostitute, she worships money and clothes,
and her "home" is the Tropicana, filled with harlots, men,
drinks, and cigarette smoke. Jagua can be emotional, jealous
and vindictive. When she catches Freddie making love to Nancy,
she fights the girl and tears up the passport she has got for
Freddie. When Freddie returns from England, she plots his
downfall because he has married Nancy and turned her down. In
addition, she associates with the crooked politician. Uncle
Taiwo, and the armed robber, Dennis Odoma.
But, in spite of her numerous faults, Ekwensi wants the
reader's sympathy to be with Jagua. The city, he says, must
bear some of the responsibility for the type of life Jagua
lives. Jagua is "like many women who come to Lagos, impri¬
soned, entangled in the city, unable to extricate herself from
its clutches." [JN p. 165] Ekwensi also portrays Jagua early
in the novel as a lonely, ageing woman fighting desperately to
delay the advancing years and to keep her lover, Freddie Namme.
Like any other woman, she wants to look beautiful, get married,
have children and a house of her own. A tender, loving Jagua
gets Freddie a passport and even pays his board and tuition
fees so that he can study law in England:
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"By the way, Freddie, who help you get pass¬
port? . . . Who pay for your study and your
room in UK? Not me?" p. 41]
She also shows her generosity and kindness to Rosa whom she
treats like her younger sister, or even a daughter. And in
Krinameh and Bagana, Jagua brings about peace between two
warring families. In view of these and other admirable qual¬
ities, one can not agree with Eustace Palmer when he says,
"Apart from her splendid looks and figure, there is nothing
that is marvellous or good about Jagua.
However, as the novel progresses, Jagua gets more and
more enmeshed in the negative aspects of society, and she has
to suffer for it. When Uncle Taiwo goes into hiding and
Jagua's house is "sacked" (because of her association with
Uncle Taiwo), Jagua reaches the nadir of her fortunes. She
has to share a room with Rosa in the worst slums of Lagos;
Jagua followed Rosa to the outskirts of Lagos,
to the slum of slums, a part of the city which
she had often heard of, but had never visited . . .
Rosa lived in a room . . . Jagua looked at the de¬
gradation. Bare floor which came off in powdery
puffs if you rubbed your foot too hard . . .
p. 165]
At night she and Rosa would leave their home and
travel to the Tropicana . . . the men who brought
them back . . . would overcome their shyness and
come in. Sometimes Rosa and her man would take
the bed because it was her room. Sometimes it
was Jagua who took the bed with her man while
Rosa and her man would lie on the mat.
[JN p. 172]
6
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Then, when her father is dying, Jagua has to go back home vir¬
tually penniless;
"But I have nothing," (She protests to her
brother, Fonso, who has brought her the bad
news and is urging her to return to Ogabu).
"Them seize all my thin'. How I can come
without money I Is a shame.' And I never
been home for over ten year! No, is too
much shame." p. 173]
Because she has suffered enough and since she appraises
herself and repents, Ekwensi forgives and rev/ards her.
"Ekwensi cannot bear to see his heroine waste
away . , . and once she has suffered enough
for her sins, he alters Jagua's life of bore¬
dom to one of stability and implied success."
She achieves her life's desire; she gives birth to a child.
The fact that the child dies prematurely is, as Donald Cosen-
tino points out, only "like the price of penitence for her
8
(sinful) years in Lagos." Her virtuous and successful life
in the village is, at least, implied. She tells Rosa at the
end of the novel;
"But I don' wan' to be me ol* self ... I
wan' to become proper merchant princess . . .
I sure that God above goin' to bless me."
p. 192]
In Burning Grass, Hodio starts off by being a bad, immoral
man. He seduces and runs away with Fatimeh, the girl of his
younger brother, Rikku. Then, after Fatimeh is forcibly taken
7
Larson, The Emergence of African Fiction, p. 90.
^Cosentino, BA SHIRU, p. 16.
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away from him by Shehu, he turns his attention on Amina, the
girl of his elder brother, Jalla. Again, he seduces and runs
away with her. Hodio is a burden and an embarrassment to his
family and culture.
However, Hodio later appraises himself and repents. As a
price for his past sins, he loses touch with his culture and
settles in New Chanka.
"The choice (to abandon his cattle and live in
New Chanka) was made for me, after what I had
done to Rikku and to Jalla." p. 43]
But his life in New Chanka is going to be successful, and
Hodio is going to be a gentleman:
"I plan to remain here at New Chanka and to
follow this sugar making. If I stay here two
or three years, I shall be something . . .
"Whenever you need my help, you must send for
me," Hodio tells his father. "I am your son,
and I am at your command." [BG p. 50]
Wilson lyari and his wife, Yaniya, live what Ekwensi con¬
siders not to be good marital lives in Beautiful Feathers:
Wilson neglects his wife by devoting virtually all his life to
his pharmacy and the NMFAMS: Yaniya, after not an exceptionally
virtuous premarital life, repays him by being unfaithful and
by being at least partially responsible for the death of his
favourite son, Lum. However, in the course of the novel both
husband and wife reexamine their lives and determine to turn
new leaves. Yaniya realizes that she is proud, that she has
been a "careless mother." Wilson admits:
"I can not keep women because I think only of
two things: my pharmacy and the Solidarity
of African States. One is my profession and
the other is my hobby . . . And there is little
time to look into the face of my wife." [BjF p. 132]
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The stage is, therefore, now set for a new and fruitful begin¬
ning :
They drank, they feasted into the middle of the
night and a band played. Wilson was touched by
the new attitude of Yaniya. He could not be¬
lieve his eyes or his ears. They had truly come
together now. p. 160]
In Survive the Peace, Ekwensi seems to be saying of Juliette
Odugo that in certain situations — such as a war — certain
moral expectations are unreasonable and unjustifiable. Juliette
has been left in hiding with her children for several months,
moving from one city to another and from one village to another
to avoid Federal bombing raids. She has now found herself and
her children in Ifitenu, one of the remoter villages. There
she lives with the children and her sister, Uzo. It is a long
time since the war ended and her husband, James Odugo, has
still not contacted her. When James eventually gets to Ifitenu,
Juliette has joined the Red Cross, gone to Enugu and settled
down with some soldier at the Federal Army Barracks. Under
normal circumstances, one would blame Juliette for her "immoral¬
ity." But these are not normal circumstances, and Ekwensi's
sympathy is with Juliette. James Odugo is mad when he dis¬
covers what Juliette has done, but Ekwensi lets us know that
James has no right to be because we know the life he has lived
during and after the war. Ekwensi also lets us know that at
least one of Juliette's relatives, her sister Uzo, does not
blame her for what she has done. Uzo tells James that Juliette
has joined the Red Cross in order to get more food for the
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family and because her supplies for trading have run out, and
"she would not just fold her arras — she had to do soraething.”
[SP p. 96] Even in James Odugo's village, Stephen (James
Odugo's brother} has remained with his wife in Ogene through¬
out the war. His constant presence has not prevented his wife
from being unfaithful on many occasions. On one occasion
when he catches her with an army officer, he is determined to
terminate their marriage, but Pa Odugo will not hear of it. In
these situations, one can not be too rigid about moral princi¬
ples. In these war circumstances morals, as Jagua Nana would
say, classify as "sentiment." Moreover, Juliette is now living
the life of a hardworking, selfless, and conscientious Red Cross
worker. So while James Odugo dies uttering the word "darkness,"
there is every indication that Juliette will live long and
happily "feeding all those hungry people coming into Enugu."
[SP p. 139]
Although Benne Captain's case is slightly different from
Juliette Odugo's, Ekwensi is also sympathetic towards her.
Benne has been twue widowed: once during a riot in Kano, and
again during the Biafran war, and so she really has known sor¬
row. Now she is married to Captain, who is on the battlefield.
She lives with his relatives. Anytime Captain is on leave, he
and Benne have quarrels: theirs is not a very happy marriage.
Benne is a restless, freedom-loving woman. She often seizes
the opportunity to be unfaithful, and her husband's relatives
always reprimand her for it. They also blame her for being
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responsible for her children's deaths (an unjust charge, es¬
pecially since we are told that the children died of Kwashiorkor,
a nutritional disease resulting from the hard times of war).
Nobody is blaming the relatives of Captain for trying to
adhere to their "moral principles," but what Ekwensi seems to
be saying, as in the case of Juliette, is that these are not
normal times: there is moral laxity virtually everywhere, and
sex has become as common and open as shaking hands. Even Cap¬
tain himself, to hear Benne say it, is not a saint: he is,
like James Odugo, a womanizer:
"Captain's war will end when all the free women
are dead." p. 6 5]
Moreover, the very relatives who blame Benne for being unfaith¬
ful to Captain compromise their moral principle by partaking of
the fruits of her unfaithfulness: whenever she "visits" Fed¬
eral soldiers at the Army Barracks and returns with money and
food, "the family shared the loot and Benne acquired a special
importance for her efforts." [p. 31] Furthermore, Captain's
relatives seem to have gone too far in trying to control Benne.
They treat her as if she were a twelve-year-old girl, and as
if she were their prisoner. They fail to realize that she is
a veteran of three marriages who should be handled with tact.
Again, on the only occasion when we see Captain at home, he
does not impress us as a good, loving husband. Instead, the
war has made him almost mad and he vents his madness and
frustration on Benne, as if she were responsible for the war.
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Apart from this madness in the family, James Odugo misuses the
hospitality of his hosts and has sex often with Benne — show¬
ing that this "sexual unfaithfulness" is not peculiar to Benne.
To Benne's credit, it must be added that she is a hard¬
working woman who realizes and accepts her household responsi¬
bilities to her husband's relatives: she cooks, fetches water
from the river and cleans the houses. When she temporarily
finds the man, James Odugo, whom she loves, after Captain has
forsaken her, she also shows that she can be a very good "wife:"
She cooked and scrubbed for Odugo, made his bed
and shared it with him, solemnly, without fuss.
[SP p. 84]
When we last hear of Benne, although Captain has forsaken her
and James Odugo is soon to go out of her life in search of his
own family, there seems to be some ray of hope: we hear her
"singing outside as she split the wood and talked to Ada Ukoha,
who was asking her to come and plait her hair for her." p. 84]
Finally, let us try to show that it is also a part of
Ekwensi's moral vision that life is not fair: many innocent
people meet unfortunate and underserved tribulations and even
death, while some bad characters go unpunished. A few examples
will suffice. Buraimoh joins a secret society out of inno¬
cence, naivete and ignorance, and because of the expectations
of the society and his nagging wife. He dies tragically, but
Ekwensi does not leave any doubts that he sympathizes with him
in People of the City. Suad is also innocent, but she meets
a tragic death at the hands of her brother [PC p. 97], her only
crime being that she falls in love. Mr. Grunnings, on the
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other hand, lives a flippant and immoral life. He leaves his
wife and children in England; and whenever he comes to Lagos
on a tour of duty, he "marries" women, who bear him children,
whom he abandons when he returns to England. There is no in¬
dication in People of the City that he pays any price for the
type of life he has lived.
Similarly, in Beautiful Feathers, Paul Aremu, the rich
politician who hires thugs to kill his opponents, does not get
the type of justice one would expect. Whereas other similar
characters, such as Uncle Taiwo, Freddie Namme, and Lajide, are
killed, Paul Aremu escapes with only a few of his pounds stolen
by Brother Jacob. p. 149] In contrast, Lum, Wilson lyari's
son, dies innocently and prematurely. [BF^ p. 96] His only
crime is that his parents are feuding over their married lives
and he has to pay the price for their stupidity.
Belmuna in Burning Grass and Dr. Schleidenisk in Restless
City and Christmas Gold also die innocently and in the course
of doing their legitimate and worthwhile jobs.
It is, therefore, evident from our examination of his moral
vision that Ekwensi believes that the society in which every
individual lives plays a determining factor in moulding the
character of the person. Although every individual has essen¬
tially both positive and negative qualities, if the society he
lives in is bad then the negative qualities in him will in¬
variably overcome the good. But anybody who can live above
board in such a situation deserves all the praise and rewards
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in the world. On the other hand, anybody who wallows in the
laxities and immoralities of the society deserves to be pun¬
ished for his lack of control and virtue. However, anybody
who is bad but repents before it is too late deserves to be
pardoned. But life is more complicated and incomprehensible
than that — at least so it appears to us mortals. Some good
men are punished unjustly, while many bad ones seem to get
pats on their backs. Moreover, societies and conditions de¬
fine or determine what morals or virtues should be. Such are
the complexities of life.
CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION
We have tried to show in this study that Ekwensi's bio¬
graphy is relevant to his works: his being born and brought
up in the northern part of Nigeria have given him wide and
varied knowledge about the people of the area. This knowledge
has influenced much of his writing: many of his works have
northern Nigerian settings and subjects. He is very conver¬
sant with the cultures of the Hausas and Fulanis of the region,
and he employs them in, for example. Burning Grass, Passport of
Mallam Ilia, and An African Night's Entertainment.
Ekwensi's later education in the western region of Nigeria
and especially in Lagos has also influenced his works. While in
the West and Lagos he became acquainted with the Yoruba culture
and people. He also got to know Lagos, the setting for most of
his well-known works, very well. It would not be wrong to say
that if Ekwensi did not know Lagos the way he does. People of
the City, Jagua Nana, Beautiful Feathers, Lokotown, and other
similar works with city settings would not have been written,
and the literary world would have been denied the opportunity to
meet Ekwensi's best known character, Jagua Nana.
Ekwensi's education in foreign lands, particularly Britain,
and his reading Western books and watching films have given some
of his works a "foreign touch." Some of his writings, like
Amusa Songs's detective-like technique of reporting crimes, or
the mysteries surrounding the death of the pathologist. Dr.
Schleidenisk, or Ekwensi's "love" for sensationalism, can be
attributed to this "foreign influence."
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The second chapter of this thesis discussed the nature of
the essential immorality of the society which Ekwensi portrays.
Most of the immorality is to be found in the cities; but by
examining the vices in Burning Grass, An African Night's Enter-
ment and in the countrysides of the "city" works we also demon¬
strated that most of the city vices are also present in the
countryside.
We tried to show how the love of money, sex and prestige
is responsible for most of the society's immorality and mis¬
placed values. These obsessions have permeated the gamut of
the society, including institutions such as the police force,
and have virtually pushed virtues to the background. Sex, in
Ekwensi's society, is viewed as a commodity which is to be
sold and bought. Prestige, too, is a thing which can be mea¬
sured in terms of money. Therefore, sex, money and prestige
are all related and intertwined, and are all toys in the hands
of people, especially the rich ones. However, Ekwensi has
been realistic in his portrayal of society. He has shown that
no matter how bad a society is, it must also have some good
qualities. In examining Ekwensi's society, we tried to illu¬
strate some of its good characteristics: patriotism, love of
family and fellow human beings in general, love and care for
the unprivileged.
Ekwensi's moral vision was examined in the third chapter
of this study. Although Ekwensi believes that every man has
both good and bad characteristics, the bad triumph over the
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good when the individual lives in a society which is immoral
and has misplaced values. In exceptional cases, however, one
finds that some individuals do not allow themselves to be
misled by the immoralities and misplaced values of the society.
Such people live virtuous lives and reap due rewards for their
morality. But those who do not control themselves and who
allow themselves to be overwhelmed by the society’s laxities
are punished. Among the transgressors, those who realize
their failings, show the desire to be good, and then repent
deserve to be forgiven. Nevertheless, since life appears com¬
plicated (there are many forces working beyond the comprehen¬
sion of us mortals) and unfair, many individuals meet fates
which their lives show they do not deserve. For example, some
"good" people receive the lots "bad" characters deserve, and
vice versa.
Certain assumptions or inferences can be made from our
study of Ekwensi's social and moral vision. First, in spite
of his apparent excessive dwelling on the negative aspects of
society, it can be argued that Ekwensi is not pessimistic.
By bringing out the bad aspects of his society, Ekwensi's aim
seems to be to make the society reexamine its values and con¬
science. By looking at its immoralities, the society can cry
or laugh if it wants to, but Ekwensi wants it to have a change
of heart. He is asking members of his society whether money,
sex and prestige are the "virtues" one should strive for. His
answer is "no," and to make sure that members of the society
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get the message, he invariably makes sure that his characters
who are obsessed by what he considers to be the vices are pun¬
ished at the end of his works. In the cases of those "bad"
characters who are redeemed at the end of his works, he makes
sure that before their redemption they have some degrading ex¬
periences. For example, any woman who wants to take up prosti¬
tution is asked to think twice when she sees what indignities
Jagua undergoes in order to "sell" herself. Her whole life is
one ugly struggle to remain perpetually young. It is an un¬
enviable and degrading struggle to attract "customers" by
standing on street corners and walking the streets. In spite
of such indignities, Jagua is redeemed, but only after she has
repented and renounced her past, promiscuous life.
Second, Ekwensi's good characters, even if they are fewer
than the bad ones, are supposed to be a source of optimism.
After reading about Uncle Taiwo, Freddie Namme (the politician),
the Minister for Consolation, and Paul Aremu, one may conclude
that all politicians in Ekwensi's society are crooks and that
there is no hope for "democracy" in the society. However, fates
which befall the majority of such politicians in Ekwensi's works
are meant to serve as a warning to members of the society. And
the few good politicians, such as Wilson lyari and the Prime
Minister in Beautiful Feathers, are supposed to be a source of
inspiration and good example. Moreover, not every rich char¬
acter has the greed and callousness of Lajide. Rich characters,
such as Madam Bisi, are there to give members of the society an
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alternative on how wealth can be put to good use. Characters
who put the love of their nation above personal aggrandizement,
such as Juliette Odugo and Chini, and who put the love of their
families and of humanity generally above the love of money,
such as Beatrice II and Sisi Tola, are also there to be an in¬
spiration to the reader.
Third, Ekwensi wants the reader to know that among his bad
characters there are some who are worse than others. In dis¬
cussing Ekwensi's bad characters, we mentioned people such as
Lajide, Uncle Taiwo, Aina, Dennis Odoma, Fussy Joe, and Beatrice
I. Among these characters, there are those who are rich and
influential, such as Lajide and Uncle Taiwo, and there are those
who are poor and unprivileged, such as Aina and Dennis Odoma.
Although each of these characters is punished, Ekwensi lets us
know with whom his sympathies are. Through comments, and through
the kinds of punishments they receive, there is no doubt that
Ekwensi wants no sympathy for the rich and influential characters.
When Lajide and Uncle Taiwo are killed, so much has Ekwensi in¬
fluenced the reader against them that one is tempted to say
"good riddance^" On the other hand, Ekwensi invokes the reader's
sympathy as poor, unprivileged characters, such as Aina, are
punished. The rich and powerful characters have "made it,"
and they have no reason to be bad. On the other hand, the poor,
wretched, "bad" characters seem to have the whole world against
them, and Ekwensi intends the reader to "forgive" some of their
vices.
Finally, it is apparent that by pointing out the indif¬
ference and cynicism of the society, Ekwensi is not saying
that there is no hope. Instead, by showing the effects (which
are invariably more suffering for the common man and the per¬
petration of corruption and callousness by the rich and power¬
ful) of the society's cynicism and indifference, Ekwensi is
suggesting that as long as the status quo exists, so long will
the society continue to suffer. To alleviate their suffering,
members of the society must stop being indifferent and cynical
There must be a revolution — not necessarily a violent one:
members of the society must start to "care." They must raise
their voices against corruption, callousness, indifference and
injustice. That is what Amusa Sango means when, after the suf
ferings and deaths of so many people in People of the City, he
asks, "But what do the People of the City care?" [p. 112]
His works may have many artistic faults but, as far as
social and moral visions are concerned, Ekwensi has a very
serious and clear message: the society is essentially corrupt
and corrupting, and, furthermore, the world or life is unfair.
But, because the society can look its vices in the face, and
because some members of the society have some guiding virtues
and, despite the hardships they may encounter, live by their
principles, there is some hope. Therefore, in view of his
serious moral message, his concern for society, his call to
the society to reexamine its conscience and to reevaluate its
values, Ekwensi must be regarded as a serious writer who is
tackling the problems of his society.
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